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execUTiVe sUmmary

“[Deported persons] should arrive with dignity . . . and their reception 
should not worsen their humiliation.” 
Dr. Bernard Headley, Professor of Criminology at the University of the West Indies at Mona

Deportation from the United States involves much more than a plane ride “home.”  Particularly 
for deported persons with mental disabilities, it can mean a harrowing journey to a country one 
does not remember, a culture that stigmatizes deported persons and persons with mental disabili-
ties, and a society filled with obstacles to accessing adequate medical care, housing, and employ-
ment.

This report—based on interviews with deported persons with and without mental disabilities, 
their family members, mental health professionals, social service providers, academics, govern-
ment officials, and human rights advocates—identifies and analyzes the impact of U.S. deporta-
tion policies and practices on mentally disabled persons after they are ordered removed and are 
deported from the United States.  The findings are presented within a human rights framework, 
which informs the conclusion that the United States is deporting particularly vulnerable people, 
such as those with mental disabilities, to places where their human rights are at risk.

Georgetown Human Rights Action, in partnership with the Georgetown Law Human Rights 
Institute, proposed and developed this fact-finding mission.  A team of nine Georgetown Law 
students and two faculty members conducted the fact-finding and developed this report through 
months of research.  The project sought to identify the major obstacles to reintegration for 
deported persons with mental disabilities in Jamaica, including possible human rights violations, 
and encourages the United States to take responsibility for and affirmatively address our role in 
the marginalization of this vulnerable population.  While the interviews conducted for the report 
focused on the experiences of deported Jamaicans, the included recommendations address the 
challenges faced by all persons with mental disabilities deported from the United States.

This report examines U.S. deportation policies and practices, describing in detail the process 
of returning to Kingston and the reintegration issues deported persons with mental disabilities 
face immediately upon arrival.  It addresses these barriers to reintegration, as well as how these 
individuals are often prevented from enjoying their human rights to health, housing, work, and 
the freedom from state-sanctioned discrimination, violence, and abuse.  Finally, to demonstrate 
alternatives to the status quo, the report describes the British reintegration programs in Jamaica 
and the U.S. reintegration programs that exist in other Caribbean countries and El Salvador.
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The following findings are addressed in detail in the report:

•  The United States does not communicate vital information to Jamaica about persons with 
mental disabilities in advance of their deportation, which hinders access to mental health 
treatment, personal property, and travel documents during detention, staging, and deporta-
tion.

• The United States fails to inform persons in U.S. detention about the challenges they are 
likely to face in Jamaica, and the resources available to circumvent those challenges.

• Family support promotes the wellbeing of persons with mental disabilities in detention 
and after deportation.  U.S. detention policies and practices impede effective communica-
tion between deported persons with mental disabilities and family in the United States 
and Jamaica prior to deportation.

• Access to medication, medical records, and medical treatment is challenging for deported 
persons with mental disabilities due to limited physical and economic accessibility, low 
standards of care, and stigma, among other barriers.

• Due to low socioeconomic status, stigma, and barriers to receiving family support, deport-
ed persons with mental disabilities are at high risk of homelessness and experience great 
difficulties in reintegration.

• Deported persons with mental disabilities face high rates of unemployment and exploita-
tion due to the prevalence of stigma and the lack of adequate skills certification and train-
ing opportunities in Jamaica.

• Identification documents are crucial to reintegration.  The United States fails to supply 
persons in detention with adequate identification or the means to obtain it.  The cost and 
difficulty of authenticating identity without such documentation hampers access to hous-
ing and employment.

In light of these findings, our recommendations follow in Part 5 this report, with steps that the 
United States can take to safeguard the human rights of deported persons with mental  
disabilities.
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inTroDUcTion

As a member of a prominent and powerful Jamaican family, John1 likely had access to a lifestyle that 
few other Jamaicans would ever experience.  Unforeseeably, he would find himself practically forgot-
ten by those who were closest to him and shunned by those who once wished they were in his shoes.  
Born and raised in Jamaica, John relocated to the United States with several of his siblings at the age 
of fourteen or fifteen.  Approximately seven years ago, while living in New York, John received mental 
health treatment and was eventually diagnosed with schizophrenia, a mental illness characterized 
by such symptoms as hallucinations, delusions, inappropriate or flattened affect, and disorganized 
thoughts, speech, and/or behavior.

The story of John’s unintended return to Jamaica began in New York, where he was arrested and 
convicted of indecent exposure, a non-violent misdemeanor.  John was incarcerated at Rikers Island 
prison facility in New York, and later was transferred to a detention facility in Texas.  In an effort 
to remain in the United States, he filed for cancellation of removal and attempted to find counsel 
who could guide him through the daunting immigration proceedings.  Although the presiding judge 
reportedly stated that he would refer John to an immigration attorney, John never received any legal 
assistance or representation.  As a result, John was unable to adequately advocate for himself in court, 
and the immigration judge ordered him removed from the United States.  At some point after the rul-
ing, John was placed in a truck with other Jamaicans detainees and transferred to a pre-deportation 
staging center in Louisiana.

On the day of his deportation, John was shackled and placed on a chartered flight to Kingston.  After 
being processed at the Central Police Station in Jamaica, the Jamaican authorities permitted him to 
leave and he subsequently took a bus to the neighborhood in which he was raised.  Although it had 
been a number of years since John had been to Jamaica, a former neighbor recognized him as he wan-
dered through the community.  The neighbor contacted Dr. Wendel Abel, a professor of psychiatry 
who often assists and treats mentally disabled deported persons.  With no family member willing to 

1  Interview with john in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011).  In order to ensure the confidentiality of those 

who participated in our research for the report, all names of deported persons and their family members appear as 

pseudonyms.  certain other individuals working in their professional capacities provided information on condition 

of anonymity; in such cases, information is attributed to either the sector or the position in which they work at the 

named agency.
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take John in, Dr. Abel took him to a community group home, a facility that offers housing to deported 
persons on a somewhat short-term basis.  His transition to living at a group home was not entirely 
smooth, as reflected by the fact that he ran away once, only to return three days later.

Other than his passport, John does not have any identification documents.  He does not have his birth 
certificate, a document that is necessary in Jamaica to access social services or apply for other forms 
of identification, but which is also quite expensive to acquire.  Moreover, John was not aware that he 
would need a tax identification number, which is necessary for employment in Jamaica, but requires 
photo identification or a birth certificate to obtain.  His immediate plans are to “hustle” so as to earn 
enough money to apply for a copy of his birth certificate and ultimately a job, the latter of which he 
desperately wants so that he can “keep his confidence.”

Although many of his family members are now aware that John resides in a hostel run by Community 
Group Homes, they were not informed ahead of time that he was being deported from the United 
States or notified as to when he would arrive in Kingston.  Unfortunately, it is not clear that he would 
have been well received even if they had been made aware of his return.  Given John’s status as a 
deported person and someone who suffers from a mental illness, he is viewed as a source of embarrass-
ment by his family.  Aside from occasional financial assistance, their support has not been forthcom-
ing.  John’s reception by the Jamaican community has not been much different, as evidenced by his 
perception that others often speak to him “in a degrading manner.”  This lack of acceptance can be 
directly traced to a deeply engrained stigma against non-mainstream individuals within Jamaican 
culture—one that represents an exclusionist mentality regarding both deported persons and those who 
suffer from mental illness.

U.S. deportation policies and practices affect hundreds of thousands of people each year.  In 
fiscal year 2010 alone, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) deported 392,862 
individuals, permanently altering the lives of both the deported persons and their families.2  Of 
those in detention prior to deportation, an estimated fifteen percent are mentally disabled.3  
Unfortunately, for persons with mental disabilities, legal and medical safeguards in detention and 
upon release are woefully insufficient.4

2  julia preston, Deportations From U.S. Hit a Record High, N.Y. Times, oct. 7, 2010, at A21.

3  Dana priest & Amy Goldstein, Suicides Point to Gaps in Treatment, Wash. Post, May 13, 2008, at 

A1, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/nation/specials/immigration/cwc_day3_printer.html (citing 

to confidential memos exchanged between Immigration and health Services health Service corps, now renamed 

Immigration and customs enforcement health Service corps).

4  See Badour et al., Texas Appleseed, Justice for Immigration’s Hidden Population: Pro-

tecting the Rights of Persons with Mental Disabilities in the Immigration Court and Detention 

System (2010) [hereinafter Texas Appleseed Report]; Human Rights Watch & American Civil Liberties 

Union, Deportation by Default: Mental Disability, Unfair Hearings, and Indefinite Detention in 

the US Immigration System (2010) [hereinafter Human Rights Watch Report].
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In recent months, information has been brought to light concerning inadequacies in the U.S. im-
migration and detention system with respect to mentally disabled persons.  Importantly, reports 
have documented the lack of protections for persons with mental disabilities in immigration de-
tention and during deportation proceedings,5 and have briefly addressed the lack of adherence to, 
and often the notable absence of, physical and medical safeguards for the mentally disabled upon 
release.6  However, beyond these reports, there is little information concerning what happens to 
mentally disabled individuals after they are ordered to be deported.  This report seeks to fill that 
gap. 

Specifically, this report identifies and analyzes the impact of U.S. deportation policies and prac-
tices on the human rights and well-being of mentally disabled persons after they are ordered de-
ported from the United States.  In order to contextualize the impact deportation has on persons 
with mental disabilities, we chose to focus our research on one country: Jamaica.

We chose Jamaica for a number of reasons.  In the beginning of our research process, we re-
ceived anecdotal evidence from several immigration attorneys suggesting that Jamaica receives 
a relatively high percentage of deported persons suffering from mental disabilities compared to 
other receiving countries.  In addition, stigma against deported persons is deeply ingrained in 
Jamaican society, which raised the suspicion that stigma would compound the issues mentally 
disabled deported persons already face upon return.7  Further, our initial research indicated that 
mentally disabled persons in Jamaica suffered from a lack of access to adequate mental health 
care.8  Finally, we learned that the United States deports a significant number of Jamaicans each 
year.  From 2002 to 2009, more than 13,000 Jamaicans were deported from the United States;9 
1,620 Jamaicans were deported in 2009 alone.10  The Jamaican Embassy in the United States has 

5  the texas Appleseed report detailed the dearth of health care offered in Ice detention facilities, the 

near absence of a system for maintaining medical records, the inadequate accommodation of mental disabilities 

in immigration proceedings, and the inadequate provision of medical care during the release of deported persons.  

Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4.  the human rights watch report documented the inattention to mental 

disabilities during arrest and detention, the arbitrary detention resulting from an immigration system ill-equipped to 

address issues of mental health, the violations of due process that arise from inadequate representation in depor-

tation proceedings, and the subsequent frequency of deportation that arose from the lack of legal safeguards.  

Human Rights Watch Report, supra note 4.

6  See Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4; Human Rights Watch Report, supra note 4.

7  See, e.g., Gibson et al., Internalizing stigma associated with mental illness: findings from a general 

population survey in Jamaica, 23(1) Pan Am. J. Pub. Health 26, 27 (2008).

8  See generally World Health Org., Assessment Instrument for Mental Health Systems: 

Report on Mental Health System in Jamaica 30-32 (2009).

9  Daraine Luton, Deportee Alarm – More Than 6,000 Jamaicans In Danger of Being Booted From US, 

Jam. Gleaner, june 14, 2010, available at http://jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20100614/lead/lead2.html.

10  Removals and Returns by Country, Am. Immigr. Law. Ass’n (Mar. 9, 2010), http://www.cam.aila.

org/content/default.aspx?docid=31475.
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indicated that there are more than 6,000 Jamaicans currently in U.S. detention facilities fac-
ing deportation.11  It is unknown precisely how many of those deported to Jamaica have mental 
disabilities, but based on estimates by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Division of 
Immigration Health Services that fifteen percent of those in immigration detention have a mental 
disability, it can reasonably be assumed that a comparable percentage of deported Jamaicans are 
mentally disabled.12  Despite these figures, there is currently no memorandum of understanding 
(MOU) between the United States and Jamaica concerning the deportation process generally; 
nor is there a formal agreement to specifically address the unique needs of mentally disabled 
persons who are deported from the United States.13 

To conduct research for this report, a team of nine Georgetown Law students and two faculty 
members traveled to Kingston and Montego Bay, Jamaica, in January 2011 to meet with relevant 
stakeholders.  While there, the research team interviewed Jamaicans with and without mental 
disabilities who had been deported from the United States, their family members, mental health 
professionals, social service providers, academics, Jamaican and British government officials, 
representatives of international organizations, and human rights advocates.  Both before and after 
the trip, the research team consulted with civil society members and academics concerning the 
development and substance of this report.14

The report utilizes a human rights framework to examine and articulate the impact deportation 
has on individual lives in Jamaica.  By using such a framework, deported persons’ seemingly 
disparate and individualized experiences can be more readily identified as systemic human rights 
abuses that governments have an obligation to address and correct.15  Examining individuals’ 
experiences through a human rights lens, we found deficiencies throughout the deportation and 
reintegration process.

Our findings led us to conclude that the United States is deporting particularly vulnerable 
people, namely those with mental disabilities, to environments in which their human rights are 
at risk.  We found that persons with mental disabilities who are deported to Jamaica face practi-
cally insurmountable barriers to reintegration.  Upon their arrival, many deported persons with 

11  Luton, supra note 9.

12  priest & Goldstein, supra note 3 (according to confidential memos exchanged between the Division of 

Immigration health Services, now renamed the Immigration and customs enforcement health Service corps).

13  Interview with jam. passport, Immigration and citizenship Agency official, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 

2011).

14  A full account of the methodology used and individuals and organizations interviewed can be found infra 

Appendix A.

15  Ana elena obando, How Effective Is a Human Rights Framework In Addressing Gender-based Vio-

lence?, Ass’n for Women’s Rights in Dev. (2008), available at http://www.awid.org/eng/Library/how-effective-

is-a-human-rights-framework-in-addressing-Gender-based-Violence.
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mental disabilities become homeless, are victims of discriminatory employment practices, are not 
provided with adequate medical care, and may be subject to exploitation and violence.  Although 
some of the issues mentally disabled deported persons face are unique to Jamaica, many are is-
sues that mentally disabled individuals would likely face upon return to any comparable country 
that lacks adequate access to medicine, mental health care services, and housing, and that suf-
fers from similarly high rates of unemployment and crime.

Life in Jamaica is particularly challenging for the most vulnerable, including persons with mental 
disabilities, for a number of reasons.  Jamaica has one of the highest rates of violent crime in 
the world.  In 2010 alone, there were 1,428 reported murders in a country of only 2.8 million 
people.16  Most victims of violent crime live in “deprived and excluded inner-city areas where un-
employment rates are high.”17  Some of these inner-city areas have been ignored by the state for 
years and are run by gangs that control access to the few social services that are available.18  As a 
result, individuals who live in these communities are “denied access to effective state protection 
and to the services which should provide for their basic economic and social rights.”19  Jamaica 
also has one of the highest rates of police killings in the Americas.20  In 2010, 309 individuals 
were killed by the police, many in situations involving an excessive use of force or amounting to 
extra-judicial killings.21  Jamaica’s serious and growing crime problem also hampers its economic 
growth, and contributes to high levels of unemployment and underemployment.22  At the same 
time, the high unemployment rate exacerbates the country’s crime problem, including gang vio-
lence fueled by the drug trade.23

Stigma and discrimination also contribute to the challenges that deported persons with mental 
disabilities face in Jamaica.  Due to the relatively high number of deportations to Jamaica that 
result from criminal convictions (mainly for petty or nonviolent offenses),24 there is a widespread 

16  Amnesty Int’l, Public Security Reforms and Human Rights in Jamaica 5-6 (2009); see also 

Mark wignall, Why has Jamaica’s crime rate fallen?, Jam. Observer, feb. 3, 2011, available at http://www.

jamaicaobserver.com/columns/why-has-jamaica-s-crime-rate-fallen_8329778.

17  Amnesty Int’l, supra note 16, at 6.

18  Id.

19  Id.

20  Amnesty Int’l, Jamaica: ‘Let them kill each other’: Public security in Jamaica’s inner cit-

ies 5 (2008).

21  Laura redpath, JFJ Stunned at Police Killings, Jam. Gleaner, jan. 15, 2011, available at http://

jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20110115/news/news7.html.  this number does not include the seventy-three civil-

ians killed during the joint police military operation to arrest Dudus coke.  Id.

22  The World Factbook – Jamaica, CIA.gov, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-fact-

book/geos/jm.html (last visited Mar. 23, 2011).

23  Id.

24  Removals and Returns by Country, supra note 10.
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assumption that all deported persons have committed a serious crime abroad and thus present a 
security threat.  This stigma remains in spite of little hard evidence that deported persons com-
mit crimes once returned to Jamaica.25  Moreover, persons with mental disabilities are widely 
perceived as unmanageable and violent.26  Individuals who have a mental disability and who have 
been deported therefore face increased stigma due to their dual status.27  Additionally, there is 
no legal recourse for persons who have been discriminated against because of their mental dis-
ability or status as a deported person, further marginalizing those individuals who fall into these 
categories.28  As a result of stigma, discrimination, and a lack of legal recourse to ameliorate their 
combined effects, it is particularly challenging for mentally disabled deported persons to obtain 
employment, find adequate shelter, and even maintain personal safety.  

Part 1 of this report provides an examination of U.S. deportation policies and practices, as well as 
the process of returning to Kingston and the issues deported persons face immediately upon ar-
rival.  In Part 2, the report addresses the barriers to reintegration mentally disabled deported per-
sons face, and how they are prevented from enjoying their human rights to housing, work, health, 
and to be free from state-sanctioned discrimination, violence, and abuse.  Part 3 describes the 
British reintegration programs in Jamaica and U.S. reintegration programs that exist in other Ca-
ribbean states and in El Salvador.  Part 4 concludes the report, followed by Part 5, which offers a 
set of recommendations to remedy the obstacles to reintegration identified in the report.

25  Bernard Headley, with Michael D. Gordan & Andrew MacIntosh, Deported Volume 1: 

Entry and Exit Findings Jamaicans Returned Home From the U.S. Between 1997 and 2003, at 5-7 

(2005).

26  Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, in Montego Bay, 

jam. (jan. 11, 2011).

27  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011).

28  Interview with Dr. j. carolyn Gomes, Dir., jamaicans for justice, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).
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Focus    Explanation of Terminology

mental disability: for the purposes of this report, the term “mental disability” includes mental 

illnesses, learning disabilities, and intellectual disabilities.  The term is intended to cover the full 

spectrum of severity, ranging from minor to severe impairment.  During our interviews, when a 

deported person identified his or her mental disability, we relied on the statement of the individual 

and did not seek independent medical verification.  if it was unclear whether someone had a men-

tal disability, we did not identify the individual as mentally disabled in our report.

“madness” versus “mental illness” in Jamaica: “madness” is a pejorative term commonly used 

in Jamaica that is “frequently, but not always, reserved for those individuals exhibiting violent 

behavior and/or homelessness, often combined with a ‘poor’ or ‘dirty’ outward physical appear-

ance,” and whose condition is considered permanent and pervasive.29  The term may also be 

used to describe a person who is perceived as outraged, unmanageable, lacking self-control, very 

threatening, and/or psychotic.30  in contrast, Jamaicans apply the term “mental illness” to condi-

tions perceived as milder.31

deportation: for the purposes of this report, “deportation” is defined as the act or instance 

of removing a person to another country, especially the expulsion or transfer of an alien from a 

country.32  although “removal” is the technical term used under the U.s. immigration and national-

ity act (ina)33 to describe the act of removing a person to another country, “deportation” is more 

frequently used in common parlance and will therefore be used in this report.  however, when 

discussing technical immigration court proceedings, the term “removal” will be used.

29  carlotta M. Arthur et al., “Mad, Sick, Head Nuh Good”: Mental Illness Stigma in Jamaican Communi-

ties, 47(2) Transcultural Psychiatry 252, 264 (2010).

30  Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 26.

31  Arthur et al., supra note 29, at 264-65.

32  Black’s Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009).

33  8 U.S.c. § 1231 (2010).
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hUman righTs frameworK

“Jamaica is in serious breach of the right of the mentally ill to appropriate 
health and appropriate services based on their disability.”34

All people, including deported persons, have fundamental human rights by virtue of their human-
ity.35  The principle of non-discrimination requires all people to be treated without discrimination 
on the basis of nationality, immigration status, criminal history or other distinguishing factors.36As 
described throughout the report, international human rights law recognizes a right to the highest 
attainable standard of health; a right to adequate housing; a right to work; a right to be free from 
exploitation, violence, and abuse; a prohibition against cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment; and a right not to be returned to a state where one’s life or freedom would be 
threatened (non-refoulement).  Although Jamaica bears the primary responsibility for respecting, 
protecting, and fulfilling the rights of its citizens, the United States must take measures to avoid 
deporting people to places where they may face serious harm.

The rights detailed in this report are articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(UDHR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Convention on 
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), the Convention Against Torture 
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), the Convention on 

34  Kimone thompson, Mental Health Shame, Jam. Observer, feb. 6, 2011, available at http://www.

jamaicaobserver.com/news/Mental-health-shame_8337363.

35  Universal Declaration of human rights, art. 2(1), G.A. res. 217 (III) A, U.n. GAor, 3d Sess., U.n. Doc. 

A/810 (Dec. 10, 1948) [hereinafter UDhr].

36  Amnesty Int’l, Living in the Shadows: A Primer on the Human Rights of Migrants 19 

(2006).  “the principle of non-discrimination does not mean that migrants have exactly the same entitlements as 

nationals.”  for example, “the IcerD specifically allows governments to make ‘distinctions, exclusions, restrictions 

or preferences’ between citizens and non-citizens (Article1(2)). . . .  however, the principle of non-discrimination 

means that any differences in the treatment meted out to migrants must conform to international law—they must 

not breach the migrants’ internationally recognized human rights.”  Id.
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the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), and the 1951 United Nations Refugee Conven-
tion and 1967 Protocol.  Although the UDHR is not legally binding on states, many international 
law scholars believe some of its provisions have taken on the status of customary international 
law.37  The other treaties are legally binding on States Parties.38

States that have ratified these treaties have an obligation under international law to respect, 
protect, and fulfill the enumerated rights.39  The obligation to respect requires that States must 
not interfere with or curtail the enjoyment of human rights.40  The obligation to protect requires 
States to take measures to prevent third parties from abusing individuals’ human rights.41  The 
obligation to fulfill means that States must take actions to facilitate, provide, and promote the 
enjoyment of basic human rights.42  While States are allowed to progressively achieve the realiza-
tion of economic, social, and cultural rights, they must immediately meet certain core obligations 
to ensure the satisfaction of the minimum essential levels of each of the rights contained in these 
treaties.43

37  hurst hannum, The Status of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in National and International 

Law, 25 Ga. J. Int’l & Comp. L. 287, 289 (1995/1996); see also richard B. Lillich et al., International Human 

Rights: Problems of Law, Policy, and Practice 152 (4th ed. 2006) (customary international law is another principle 

source of international law outside of treaties; a norm of customary international law emerges when “a preponder-

ance of states from different regions of the world converge on a common understanding of the norm’s content and 

expect future behavior to conform to the norm.”).

38  States may choose to sign and/or ratify a treaty; however, signatories to the treaties are still obligated to 

act in good faith “not to defeat the object and purpose” of the treaty in question.  Vienna convention on the Law of 

treaties, art. 18, opened for signature May 23, 1960, 1155 U.n.t.S. 331.

39  International Human Rights Law, United Nations Office of the High Comm’r for Human 

Rights, http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/InternationalLaw.aspx (last visited Mar. 23, 2011).

40  Id.

41  Id.

42  Id.; see also U.n. econ. & Soc. council, comm. on econ., Soc. & cultural rights, Substantive Issues 

Arising in the Implementation of the International covenant on economic, Social and cultural rights, General com-

ment no. 14, ¶ 17, U.n. Doc. e/c.12/2000/4 (Aug. 11, 2000) [hereinafter General comment no. 14].

43  U.n. econ. & Soc. council, comm. on econ., Soc. & cultural rights, the nature of States parties’ obli-

gations (Art. 2, par.1), General comment no. 3, U.n. Doc. e/1991/23 (Dec. 14, 1990).
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1. U.s. DeporTaTion policies anD pracTices

Focus    u.s. Government Actors Involved in Deportation

department of Homeland security: Dhs is a cabinet agency in the U.s. federal government with 

the stated goal to prepare for, prevent, and respond to emergencies within, at, and outside U.s. 

borders.  each of the following is a sub-unit of Dhs.

immigration and customs enforcement: ice is the investigative agency within Dhs.  respon-

sible for detention and removal management, ice oversees the detention centers in which im-

migrants are housed, as well as their transportation to receiving countries.  ice can also employ 

outside contractors to manage these detention facilities and to transport deported persons to 

receiving countries.  in addition, ice issues the performance based national Detention standards 

(pbnDs),44 which is a set of non-binding expectations regarding humane conditions and medical 

treatment for the detention facilities to which they apply.  These standards provide guidance for 

ice, health service corps officials, and contractors running detention centers.45

ice Health service corps (formerly the Division of immigration health services): The corps pro-

vides healthcare for detained persons within detention centers, oversees the provision of medical 

care during the transportation of deported persons to the receiving country, and serves as a medi-

cal authority for ice.

customs and Border protection: cbp is responsible for border security.  cbp officials have the 

authority to apprehend immigrants within 100 miles of ports of entry and place them in expedited 

removal, a fast-track form of deportation in which there is no hearing or review by an immigration 

judge.46

44  See 2008 Operations Manual ICE Performance Based National Detention Standards (PBNDS), U.S. 

Dep’t of Homeland Sec., http://www.ice.gov/detention-standards/2008/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2011) [hereinaf-

ter PBNDS].  Ice is currently in the process of updating the 2008 pBnDS.  e-mail from Andrew Lorenzen-Strait, 

Senior pub. engagement officer, Immigration and customs enforcement, to authors (Mar. 4, 2011) (on file with 

authors).

45  reports have shown that the pBnDS are often not followed or met.  E.g., Texas Appleseed Report, 

supra note 4, at 11.

46  prior to 1996, immigrants seeking admission to the United States without documentation were granted 

a hearing with an immigration judge.  the Illegal Immigration and Immigrant responsibility Act of 1996 authorized 

cBp to immediately remove persons with fraudulent documents or without immigration documentation at points 

of entry to the United States.  Simona Agnolucci, note, Expedited Removal: Suggestions for Reform in Light of 

the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom Report and the Real ID Act, 57 Hastings 

L.J. 619, 622 (2006).  In 2004, DhS expanded the application of this authority to include noncitizens apprehended 

within 100 miles of the border and who had entered the United States without inspection fewer than fourteen days 
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Immigrants residing or working in the United States may enter the U.S. deportation system in 
various ways.  For example, they may be seized by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
during a workplace raid, end up in Customs and Border Protection (CBP) custody through an 
encounter in the United States within 100 miles of the border, or be picked up by local law 
enforcement.47  Immigrants may be apprehended for, among other things, overstaying their visa, 
not possessing proper immigration documentation, or upon a criminal conviction.48  After being 
apprehended by ICE, CBP, or another law enforcement authority, immigrants may end up in the 
immigration or federal court system.  Usually, individuals convicted of criminal offenses serve 
their time in federal or state prison and are then transferred into the immigration system.  Most 
of these individuals have convictions for non-violent offenses.49  Individuals charged with civil 
offenses, such as overstaying their visas, proceed directly to the immigration system for a deter-
mination of whether they are removable from the United States.

In 1996, a change in the law made it easier for the United States to deport individuals convicted 
of minor criminal offenses.  Two pieces of legislation expanded the immigration definition of 
“aggravated felony” to encompass criminal convictions for some minor misdemeanors, and also 
lowered the threshold of imposed sentencing.50  For example, pursuant to the 1996 law, forgery 
by signing traffic tickets with a false name51 and shoplifting52 are among the hundreds of criminal 
convictions that have been held by the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) or federal courts 
to constitute “aggravated felonies.”  Additionally, if an immigrant’s conviction is identified as an 
“aggravated felony” under immigration law, he becomes permanently barred from re-entering the 
United States.53  Thus, forgery, shoplifting, or other such crimes may trigger deportation back to a 
person’s country of origin with no possibility of return.54

In addition to significant expansion of the list of crimes that make non-citizens eligible for depor-
tation, the 1996 law also restricted judges’ discretion to consider the hardship that deportation 

earlier.  Immigration Law and Policy: Removal Defenses and Procedures, Nat’l Immigration Law Ctr. (Mar. 

23, 2006), http://www.nilc.org/immlawpolicy/removpsds/removpsds151.htm.

47  See Secure Communities, Dep’t of Homeland Sec., http://www.ice.gov/secure_communities (last 

visited feb. 27, 2011).

48  According to human rights watch, the mentally disabled are incarcerated at disproportionate rates.  

Many persons with mental disabilities, especially those who are homeless, do not receive mental health treatment.  

As a result, they may be imprisoned for committing even a low-level nonviolent offense.  U.S.: Number of Mentally 

Ill in Prisons Quadrupled, Human Rights Watch (Sept. 5, 2006), http://www.hrw.org/en/news/2006/09/05/us-

number-mentally-ill-prisons-quadrupled.

49  Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4, at 10.

50  the two pieces of legislation are known as the Illegal Immigrant reform and Immigrant responsibility 

Act of 1996 (IIrAIrA) and the Anti-terrorism and effective Death penalty Act of 1996 (AeDpA).  Socheat chea, The 

Evolving Definition of an Aggravated Felony, EmploymentVisaImmigration.com, http://www.employmentvi-

saimmigration.com/images/Articles/Definitionfelony.pdf (last visited Mar. 27, 2011).

51  Amnesty Int’l, Jailed Without Justice: Immigration Detention in the USA 19 (2009).

52  terry coonan, Dolphins Caught in Congressional Fishnets: Immigration Law’s New Aggravated Fel-

ons, 12 Geo. Immigr. L.J. 589, 605 (1998).

53  Id.

54  Id.
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imposes on the individual and his or her family.  Prior to 1996, the Executive Office of Immigra-
tion Review (EOIR) had discretion to indefinitely suspend a deportation order for noncitizens 
that had lived in the United States for seven years and whose departure would impose extreme 
hardship on the noncitizen or his or her family members.55  In 1996, suspension of deportation 
was replaced by cancellation of removal.  Cancellation of removal is available to lawful per-
manent residents (LPRs) who have resided in the United States for seven years and have held 
LPR status for five years.56  However, it is not available in certain cases, such as when an LPR 
is convicted of an “aggravated felony” under immigration law.57  For nonpermanent but legal 
residents, cancellation of removal is available only if the residents have lived in the United States 
for ten years, can make a showing of good moral character, and their departure would result in 
“exceptional and extremely undue hardship”58 to a family member.59  These drastic changes in 
the law have greatly increased deportation levels and have had a dramatic impact on immigrants 
and their families in the United States, as well as the overall landscape of the U.S. deportation 
system.60 

A growing body of evidence shows that immigrants with mental disabilities are not given fair 
treatment in the immigration court system,61 compounding the effect of the 1996 laws.  Immi-
grants who cannot afford an attorney do not have an effective right to counsel,62 which results in 
many low-income mentally disabled persons not receiving the assistance they need to effectively 
present a case.63  In addition, there are no procedural guidelines in place once a person is found 
to be legally incompetent, and immigration judges and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
attorneys are not adequately trained to recognize and address mental disabilities in court pro-
ceedings.64  As such, many of the system’s primary actors remain ignorant of and insensitive to 

55  Angela M. Banks, Deporting Families: Legal Matter or Political Question?, 27 Ga. St. U. L. Rev. 489, 

508-10 (2011).

56  Id.

57  Id.

58  8 U.S.c. § 1229b(b)(1)(D) (2006).

59  Banks, supra note 55, at 510.

60  See nancy Morawetz, Understanding the Impact of the 1996 Deportation Laws and the Limited 

Scope of Proposed Reforms, 113 Harv. L. Rev. 1936 (2000); see also Human Rights Watch, Forced Apart: 

National Statistics on Deportation for Crimes (2007).

61   E.g., Human Rights Watch Report, supra note 4, at 3-5.

62  Indigent immigrants are not provided with counsel by the U.S. government in immigration proceedings; 

they must hire their own or face trial pro se.  Id. at 5 & nn.14-15.

63  Id. at 26, 44-45.

64  Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4, at 49-63.  however, efforts are being made to provide judges 

with more information.  In April 2010, the executive office of Immigration review added a new section on mental 

health issues to the Immigration judge Benchbook.  press release, eoIr expands Immigration judge Benchbook, 

U.S. Dep’t of justice, executive office of Immigration review, (Apr. 23, 2010), available at www.justice.gov/eoir/

press/2010/MentalhealthBenchbookrelease04232010.pdf.  Additionally, some courts take issues pertinent to men-

tal disability into consideration.  See Kholiyavsky v. Mukasey, no. 07-1020 (7th cir. 2008) (remanding after finding 

that lack of ability to procure necessary medication for bipolar disorder in russia should be considered in claim of 

humanitarian asylum); see also nina Bernstein, Judge Grants Asylum to Chinese Immigrant, N.Y. Times, May 

17, 2010, available at http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/05/17/judge-grants-asylum-to-chinese-immigrant/ 

(discussing an immigration judge who found that documented history of mental disability excused asylum-seeker 
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the challenges faced by this particularly vulnerable group. 65

This section of the report describes the various difficulties that persons with mental disabilities 
face shortly prior to and during deportation.  It also addresses the challenges that they encounter 
immediately upon arrival, and suggests policy changes that could be implemented to help per-
sons with mental disabilities overcome these difficulties.

a. DeTenTion

While many individuals are detained throughout their immigration proceedings, others are taken 
into mandatory detention only after receiving a final order of removal.  ICE is required to detain 
immigrants ordered removed for the ninety day period prior to their deportation.66  The detention 
centers in which immigrants are placed may be managed and operated by ICE, private contrac-
tors, or county or state jails.  Often, retrieving travel documents takes much longer than ninety 
days, and lengthy detention, lasting months or sometimes years, is the norm for many immigrants 
awaiting deportation.67  Consistent with existing data,68 the individuals interviewed for this report 
remained in immigration detention for three to eight months, and were often relocated to mul-
tiple detention centers over a period of days, weeks, or even months, before finally being placed 
on their deportation flight.69 

Individuals with mental disabilities face numerous challenges in immigration detention.  For 
example, concerns have surfaced over the adequacy of healthcare, and specifically mental health-
care, while in immigration detention.  Previous reports have found inadequate medical assess-
ments, detention center staff often unqualified to meet the needs of the mentally disabled, and 
delays faced by detained persons in obtaining necessary care.70  Additionally, the use of isolation 
to control persons suffering from a mental disability, which is reportedly not uncommon in ICE 
detention, often exacerbates symptoms.71  Overall, conditions in detention often contribute to 
the dramatic deterioration of the mental health of mentally disabled individuals.72

from failing to meet one-year deadline for petition).

65  Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4, at 49-63.

66  Human Rights Watch Report, supra note 4, at 77.

67  Id.  regulations that were promulgated pursuant to a 2001 Supreme court ruling stipulate that review of 

an immigrant’s custody should occur after 180 days of detention.  Subsequently, a person can be detained if found 

to be obstructing removal.  Id.

68  E.g., Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4, at 9, 43.

69  Interview with Brian in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011) (reporting that he was in detention for six months); 

Interview with Anthony in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011) (reporting that he spent three months in detention); Inter-

view with robert in Kingston, jam. (jan. 12, 2011) (reporting that he spent one year in detention).

70  Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4, at 21-26.

71  Id.

72  Id.
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Focus    A Lack of communication Between Governments

The lack of effective communication between the U.s. and Jamaican governments negatively 

affects mentally disabled persons in detention.  in the case of Jamaica, inter-governmental com-

munication begins when ice contacts the Jamaican embassy in washington, D.c., to certify that a 

particular person scheduled for deportation is in fact a Jamaican citizen.73  The Jamaican embassy 

then proceeds to contact the passport, immigration and citizenship agency (pica) in Jamaica so 

as to obtain necessary travel documents, including birth certificates, passports, or in many cases, 

only a temporary travel document.74  next, the Jamaican embassy gives Jamaica’s national intel-

ligence bureau (nib), which controls and coordinates the Jamaican constabulary (police) force’s 

intelligence functions, the names, dates of birth, and criminal histories (including conviction docu-

ments), of persons being deported. 75 

Dwight nelson, Jamaica’s minister of national security, believes that more substantive communi-

cation regarding the individuals being deported is necessary, a belief which was forcefully echoed 

by officials at the nib, pica, and various non-governmental organizations.  minister nelson 

explained that more background information on persons being deported to Jamaica would aid the 

Jamaican government in connecting mentally disabled individuals with reintegration programs, 

medical treatment, and their family members.76  additionally, because the United states and 

Jamaica have no memorandum of understanding (moU) regarding deportation similar to those the 

United states has with other countries,77 there is no standard timeline for the provision of travel 

documents and no standards for information sharing. 

ice deportation officers inconsistently notify the Jamaican embassy in the United states of a 

given individual’s mental disabilities.78  This violates ice detention and removal guidelines, which 

require ice deportation officers to notify receiving countries of cases requiring psychological care 

73  Interview with Dwight nelson, Minister of nat’l Sec. of jam., in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011); e-mail 

from Andrew Lorenzen-Strait, Senior pub. engagement officer, Immigration and customs enforcement, supra note 

44.

74  Id. 

75  Interview with jam. nat’l Intelligence Bureau official in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011).

76  Interview with Dwight nelson, Minister of nat’l Sec. of jam., supra note 73.

77  Ice has MoUs with Vietnam and Guatemala regarding deportation.  See ICE to Resume Deportations 

to Vietnam, Detention Watch Network (jan. 22, 2008), http://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/node/527; 

Guyana signs agreement for deportees reintegration, W. Indian News, june 4, 2009, available at http://www.

thewestindiannews.com/guyana-signs-agreement-for-deportees-reintegration/.  Ice also has MoUs with el Salva-

dor and honduras regarding electronic travel documents.  Secure Communities: Quarterly Report – Fiscal Year 

2009 Report to Congress, U.S. Immigration & Customs Enforcement (feb. 17, 2009), www.ice.gov/doclib/

foia/secure_communities/congressionalstatusreportfy091stquarter.pdf.

78  Interview with jam. passport, Immigration and citizenship Agency official, supra note 13.
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to allow special arrangements to be made.79  in fact, no one interviewed during the course of the 

fact-finding process indicated that they knew of mental health services being provided upon ar-

rival as a result of inter-governmental coordination.80

in contrast, the United Kingdom is doing a far better job of providing complete information about 

the individuals they deport to Jamaica, says minister nelson.  he explained,

we have an arrangement with the U.K. . . . the second-largest source of deported persons.  

That arrangement is much more comprehensive.  The background information is much 

more accessible; [we get] health records, antecedents of the person, their family situation.  

They offer assistance with reintegration.  The U.s. is still not at that point and there are gaps 

we have to work with.  The person arrives [without medication].  we’re not told beforehand 

that they have mental issues.81

before the deportation of certain persons with mental disabilities, officials in the United Kingdom 

communicate with their counterparts in Jamaica regarding availability of prescribed medications.82

overall, increased and more robust communication between U.s. and Jamaican authorities re-

garding deportation is of paramount importance to Jamaican officials, non-governmental organi-

zations, and academic researchers.83

memorandum of understanding Recommendation84

The U.s. Department of homeland security, as represented by U.s. immigration and customs 

enforcement and in consultation with other appropriate government agencies, should establish a 

memorandum of understanding with its corresponding branch in the receiving country’s govern-

ment to advance the best practices, policies and procedures for the deportation of persons with 

mental disabilities.

79  Infra Appendix e: Ice flight operations Unit continuity Book.

80  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Dep’t of psychiatry, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, in Kingston, jam. 

(jan. 10, 2011); Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 

26.

81  Interview with Dwight nelson, Minister of nat’l Sec. of jam., supra note 73.

82  Interview with British high comm’n officials in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011).

83  See infra part 2.a.2.

84  See Memorandum of Understanding recommendation, infra part 5.
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b. sTaging anD DeporTaTion

“The process of leaving Batavia [detention center in New York] is a  
five-hour trip in a Dodge van filled to capacity, shackled, and without a 
cushion.”
Glen Powell, President of the National Organisation of Deported Migrants

After months in post-removal-order detention, immigrants are transported to “staging” centers 
immediately prior to deportation.  From these staging centers, individuals are placed on planes 
and flown to the receiving country.  The majority of individuals with whom our research team 
spoke had been flown to Kingston out of a staging center in Louisiana. 

Immigrants are flown from the United States to Jamaica either on planes chartered specifically 
for this purpose, or on commercial flights with other passengers.  Each charter flight is overseen 
either by ICE or by a contractor.  There are approximately seventy to ninety people on each 
charter flight,85 and typically about five of these individuals are female.86  Approximately six or 
seven guards staff the flights.  On the charter flights, individuals are shackled at the wrists and 
ankles; they are also chained to each other by the waist.87  One deported person elaborated: 
“When you go to the bathroom, you go with your partner.  Quite literally.”88  While immigrants on 
commercial flights typically fly without shackles, one woman interviewed had been shackled on a 
commercial flight amongst all of the other passengers traveling to Kingston that day.89

The NIB estimates that approximately a third of the deported people who are brought to Kings-
ton on each charter flight arrive in their conspicuous, brightly colored prison jumpsuits.90  Some 
deported persons wear a jumpsuit because they could not access other clothing in detention.  In-
dividuals often wear the same clothes constantly for the three days prior to deportation.91 By the 
time of the flight, this clothing has sometimes become ragged and dirty, leading many individuals 
to settle instead for a jumpsuit, which is their only alternative.

85  Interview with Bernard headley, professor in faculty of Soc. Scis., Sociology, psychology, and Soc. 

work, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).

86  Headley, with Gordan & MacIntosh, supra note 25, at ix.

87  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, & Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & 

resettlement Initiative, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).

88  Id.

89  Interview with paula in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).

90  Interview with jam. nat’l Intelligence Bureau official, supra note 75.

91  Id.
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ICE’s stated policy is to ensure the presence of medical practitioners on charter flights to coun-
tries of origin.92  On board, the medical practitioner follows the U.S. Marshal down the aisle to 
dispense medication and address medical concerns if they arise.93

According to an official with the NIB, persons with mental disabilities are regularly involuntarily 
medicated to sedate them during flights to Kingston.94  Sedation can pose particular challenges 
for persons with mental disabilities, in part because the Jamaican police, who assist in receiving 
and processing deported persons, are not always informed that a particular individual has a men-
tal disability or is sedated.  If this regular use of sedation is indeed standard practice, ICE may 
be violating its own policies.  In a 2008 memorandum, ICE made clear that detained persons are 
not to be involuntarily medicated before removal if medication is not therapeutically indicated.95  
A judicial court order is required to involuntarily medicate any individual in ICE custody prior to 
removal.96

Sedation, combined with governmental communication lapses, may compound the often inhos-
pitable reception of mentally disabled person to Jamaica.  The sedation administered by ICE may 
begin to wear off while being processed by the Jamaican police.  NIB officials reported instances 
in which they believed it was necessary to physically restrain certain disabled individuals, report-
edly because they were caught off-guard by the mentally disabled person’s change in behavior.97

92  e-mail from Andrew Lorenzen-Strait, Senior pub. engagement officer, Immigration and customs 

enforcement, supra note 44.; infra Appendix D: Ice removals by Special charter Aircraft.

93  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, & Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & 

resettlement Initiative, supra note 87.

94  Interview with jam. nat’l Intelligence Bureau official, supra note 75.

95  Memorandum from john p. torres, Dir., office of Det. and removal operations, Immigration and cus-

toms enforcement, to Assistant Dirs., Deputy Assistant Dirs., field officer Dirs., & Deputy field officer Dirs. (jan. 

31, 2008), available at http://www.ice.gov/foia/readingroom.htm.

96  Id.

97  Id.  others believe that the police often resort to force because they are not appropriately trained to 

manage interactions with the mentally disabled.  Interview with Dr. j. carolyn Gomes, Dir., jamaicans for justice, 

supra note 28.
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c. arriVing in KingsTon

“There should be some dignity to the process.  You’re being forced out of 
a country, which is already undignified enough without arriving without 
food, somewhere to live, dirty and with no clothes.”
Official, Jamaican National Intelligence Bureau

“Imagine a deportee with family in Montego Bay, lands in Kingston, gets 
through processing at 6:30 at night, with no phone call, no medication, 
and a mental illness.  You can see the dangers right there.”
Ishon Williams, Counselor, Family Unification and Resettlement Initiative

“I landed at 10 PM and they just let me go. . . . I had a twenty dollar bill in 
my hand and that was it.”
Darell, a deported individual diagnosed with bipolar disorder

1. processing and Release

The charter planes carrying deported persons from the staging facility in Louisiana to Jamaica 
typically land on the last Thursday of each month at approximately noon.98  Upon arrival in 
Kingston,99 deported persons are taken in a convoy of police cars, with sirens blaring, to the Cen-
tral Police Station (“Central”) in downtown Kingston for processing.100

When they arrive at Central, many people are exhausted, empty-handed, and hungry.101  Glen 
Powell, President of the National Organisation of Deported Migrants (NODM), recalled his own 
flight to Kingston in July 2009: “They treat you with disdain and you aren’t even fed.”102  De-

98  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, & Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & 

resettlement Initiative, supra note 87; Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., in Kingston, 

jam. (jan. 12, 2011).

99  Kingston is the location to which all jamaicans are deported regardless of the deported person’s city or 

town of origin.  Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 26.

100  Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98; Interview with everton 

tracey, program Manager, & charles Artley, field officer, 2nd chance Servs., in Kingston, jam. (jan. 12, 2011).

101  Id.

102  Interview with Glen powell, president, nat’l org. of Deported Migrants, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 

2011).
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ported persons reportedly told the NIB that they have not eaten for a day or two prior to arrival.103  
However, ICE detention and removal guidelines indicate that officials should ensure that an 
adequate supply of food and water is provided to deported persons on flights.104

Upon arrival at Central, the Jamaican police question each deported person.  “It’s like a trial all 
over again,” stated Oswald Dawkins, who was deported from the United States in June of 2009, 
and co-founded the NODM.105  He was asked why he was deported, what he did wrong, and why 
he committed a crime, each question reflecting the assumption that a deported person must have 
done something seriously wrong to warrant being sent back to Jamaica.106  Missing from this line 
of questioning, however, are much-needed inquiries into the mental health of the individual.107  
Deported persons with mental disabilities can often be easily filtered through processing without 
anyone becoming aware of their condition or connecting them with the appropriate services.

By the time many individuals are processed at Central, it is dark outside.108  The downtown 
neighborhood around Central is one of the city’s most dangerous.109  This impoverished section 
of Kingston is the site of frequent and serious urban conflict characterized by gang activity, gun 
violence, and drug-related crime.110  Deported persons are immediately confronted by these 
hazards and must safeguard themselves against those who would exploit them.  Marleen Brown 
has become familiar with these dangers as the Outreach Coordinator of the Family Unification 
and Resettlement Initiative’s (FURI) Kingston branch, which provides reintegration assistance 
to individuals deported to Jamaica.  She explains, “because [Central Police Station] is so central, 
it’s easier for people to take advantage. . . . It is routine now—people lay in wait [for deportees 
to come out from Central].  Hookers, hustlers, taxi men—everyone is trying to get American 
dollars.”111

103  Interview with jam. nat’l Intelligence Bureau official, supra note 75.  to address this problem, the nIB 

has suggested that a separate reception center be created, where persons returning from the United States could 

receive some food and perhaps some money and a shower upon arrival.  Id.

104  Infra Appendix D: Ice removals by Special charter Aircraft.

105  Interview with oswald Dawkins, nat’l org. of Deported Migrants, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).

106  Id.

107  Id.

108  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, & Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & 

resettlement Initiative, supra note 87.

109  earl M. Bartley, The Structure of Security Arrangements for Downtown Kingston, Jam. Gleaner, 

nov. 17, 2002, available at http://jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20021117/focus/focus2.html.

110  colin clarke, Politics, Violence, and Drugs in Kingston, Jamaica, 25 Bull. of Latin Am. Res. 420, 

423-38 (2006).

111  Id.
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2. lacking information

For many deported persons who left Jamaica at a young age, they are returning to a country 
significantly different than remembered, if remembered at all.112  As such, information about the 
country and contact information for local service providers is often critical to the deported per-
son’s short-term safety upon arrival.  The United States’ failure to provide this information results 
in deported persons often arriving uninformed about housing, employment, and health services.  
This presents serious risks, especially for persons with mental disabilities.113

In recent years, the Jamaican government has allowed two organizations that provide reintegra-
tion services, FURI and 2nd Chance Services, to greet the deported persons arriving at Central 
and to provide some assistance with finding shelter and adjusting to life in Jamaica.114  These 
organizations also distribute refreshments and phone cards so that the returning persons can 
refuel and contact their families, if they in fact have any relatives to call.  FURI and 2nd Chance 
Services connect some deported persons with mental health services, but many fall through 
the cracks due to the limited availability of services, the lack of information available to service 
providers regarding who may require mental health services, and the fear of stigmatization that 
keeps many deported persons from seeking the help they need. 

Without such assistance, the difficulties of navigating what is often an unfamiliar city at night 
can be debilitating for deported persons with little to no money,115 let alone those with mental 
disabilities.  Randall, who told researchers that he has paranoid schizophrenia, “pleaded with 
someone” at the airport to transport him to a shelter.116  Finley, who also suffers from paranoid 
schizophrenia, was transported to a group home by the police when he told them he had nowhere 
to go.117  Clayton, who described himself as a diagnosed paranoid schizophrenic, faced similar 

112  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

113  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, & Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & 

resettlement Initiative, supra note 87.

114  fUrI and 2nd chance Services are the only two groups officially authorized by the jamaican gov-

ernment to be present at the central police Station when deported persons arrive.  they alternate each month 

assisting persons in unifying with their families, providing information on how to obtain shelter, and facilitating the 

navigation of a country that is unfamiliar to a majority of those arriving.  Id.; Interview with captain reuben phillips, 

Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98.

115  Ashley M. hyde, a fulbright scholar affiliated with the national organisation of Deported Migrants in 

Kingston, shared an emblematic story.  while at the airport to help receive people arriving from the United States, 

she encountered a man who smelled strongly of sugar and had suffered a seizure.  Inferring that he may have been 

diabetic, she tried to take him to a hospital, but he ran away.  If notification of his condition had been communi-

cated beforehand, service providers or government officials could have been ready with the supplies or services 

necessary to keep his condition stable.  Interview with Ashley M. hyde in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).

116  Interview with randall in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011).

117  Interview with finley in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011).
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challenges.  When he arrived in Jamaica, he said, “I had ten [U.S.] dollars in my pocket, and I 
had to find my way to my Auntie’s house.”118  Fortunately, he remembered where his aunt’s house 
was located, despite the fact that he had not visited it since he was eight, twenty years earlier.  

Joel, a veteran of the U.S. Navy, was diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia long before his 
detention and deportation.119  While in various detention centers in the United States, he was 
given no information about Jamaica and made no plans for what he would do upon arrival.  After 
arriving at the Kingston airport, he ran away from the police and attempted to walk to the house 
he remembered, from years earlier, as his family’s residence.  Unfortunately, he never reached 
it.  Instead, he slept in a park and survived by begging for food.  He could not say how long he 
lived in the park.  Eventually, he saw someone he recognized—his sister.  “She found me,” he 
explained.

If the United States informed individuals in detention of the challenges they are likely to face 
in Jamaica, as well as the resources available to circumvent those challenges, deported persons 
would be more likely to connect with a service provider upon arrival.  This in turn would increase 
the likelihood of their safety during their first few nights in Kingston, as well as their overall 
chances of successful long-term integration.

In contrast to the United States, the United Kingdom provides individuals in detention with at 
least some information about the options available to them in Jamaica.  The United Kingdom 
allows NGOs to enter detention centers to inform individuals of the assistance that is available 
upon arrival in Jamaica.120  One female interviewee who had been deported from the United 
Kingdom saw a sign for Hibiscus, a U.K.-funded organization with an office in Kingston, that pro-
vides temporary housing and integration services to women, while she was still in detention.121  A 
number of service providers and Jamaican government officials commended the U.K. program for 
providing information to deported people as well as for the impressive system of communication 
between the U.K. and Jamaican governments.122  

training and programmatic support Recommendation123

congress should appropriate funds for the purpose of contracting local ngos in receiving coun-

tries with expertise in human rights, to train government actors, including immigration, police, and 

judicial officers, as well as local businesses.  The goal of such programs should be to ensure that 

the needs and rights of mentally disabled persons are better recognized and respected in receiv-

ing countries.

118  Interview with clayton in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011).

119  Interview with joel in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011).

120  Interview with international organization official in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).

121  Interview with Alice in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).

122  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

123  See training and programmatic Support recommendation, infra part 5.
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3. meeting immediate needs

“He came with nothing, nothing, nothing.  Just the clothes on his back.”
Family member of Reid, a deported individual with dyslexia

“Invariably, deportees come to Jamaica with nothing.  Their only posses-
sion is the clothes that they wear.  They’ve worked in the U.S., paid taxes 
in the U.S., but because they are not U.S. citizens, they commit a simple 
offense and are sent back without [their money].”
Dwight Nelson, Jamaican Minister of National Security 

Although deported persons with mental disabilities have a number of immediate needs upon 
arrival, such as securing medication,124 housing,125 and identification,126 many arrive without the 
financial resources needed to secure these necessities.  This is largely a result of immigrants be-
ing deported from the United States without an opportunity to access their personal and finan-
cial effects before deportation.  This contributes to the cycle of poverty faced by most deported 
persons: without money to pay for the fees necessary to obtain personal identification, a deported 
person with a mental disability is unlikely to find steady employment, which will in turn impair 
his ability to pay for housing and medication.127  

An official from PICA confirmed that one of the primary concerns of individuals who approach 
them for assistance is how to access their remaining assets in the United States.128  The PICA 
official recommended that arrangements be made to liquidate the finances of deported persons 
while they are still in the United States, because it would help the person finance their rein-
tegration.129  In addition, he recommended that the United States facilitate pension access for 
deported persons.130

Clifton, a sixty-two-year-old deported male, experienced many challenges when attempting to ac-
cess money that he had earned in the United States.131  Clifton explained that, although he had 
earned money working in the detention center, it was not released to him prior to deportation, 

124  See infra part 2.a.

125  See infra part 2.b.

126  See infra part 2.c.

127  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

128  Interview with jam. passport, Immigration and citizenship Agency official, supra note 13.

129  Id.

130  Id.

131  Interview with clifton in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011).
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and he was deported with only the clothes he wore on his back.132  He expressed concern about 
how to access his pension, Social Security benefits, and a legal settlement that arose from an in-
jury he sustained while employed by an electrical engineering company.133  When asked about his 
experiences in Jamaica since his deportation, Clifton said “I’m very confined here, but that’s to be 
expected, because I brought nothing with me.”134  Clifton’s experience is not unique.135

Many deported persons also cannot access their personal effects left in the United States.  The 
Performance Based National Detention Standards (PBNDS) are non-binding guidelines that 
include procedures for the secure storage of the personal effects in the possession of persons 
entering detention.  Despite the existence of these guidelines, one deported person reported 
difficulties in receiving the personal effects with which he had entered detention.136  In addition, 
the PBNDS do not explain whether or how detained persons can obtain additional personal ef-
fects from home prior to being deported to the receiving country.137  

In contrast to the United States, the United Kingdom provides individuals with some access to 
their personal effects before deportation.  The United Kingdom is reportedly consistent in return-
ing items to people and allowing them to access belongings from their homes prior to deporta-
tion.138  One woman who had arrived at Hibiscus from the United Kingdom owned a large duffle 
bag filled with clothing and other possessions, which she had been able to collect from her U.K. 
home before departure.  By contrast, her roommate, a woman deported from the United States, 
was returned to Jamaica with only a small plastic bag containing a change of clothes and a few 
personal items.

132  Id.

133  Id.

134  Id. 

135  Interview with everton tracey, program Manager, 2nd chance Servs., supra note 100 (“I’ve seen one 

incident where someone here had money but I think his account was frozen by the government.  Your family can’t 

access it because it is your personal account.”).

136  Interview with Brian, supra note 69.

137  2008 Operations Manual ICE Performance Based National Detention Standards – Funds and 

Personal Property, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Sec. 8 (Dec. 2, 2008), http://www.ice.gov/doclib/dro/detention-

standards/pdf/funds_and_personal_property.pdf.

138  Interview with St. rachel Ustanny, exec. Dir., hibiscus, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 11, 2011).

the suitcase on the left was brought by a woman deported from the U.K.; the small bag on the right contains the 
belongings of a woman deported from the U.S.
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communication and preparation Recommendation: u.s. immigration and customs 
enforcement Reintegration assistance team139

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement (ice) should select and task a team of ice officers 

within each detention facility with the preparation of persons ordered deported for reintegra-

tion into the receiving country.  Through an ice reintegration assistance Team, persons ordered 

deported will be apprised of the appropriate steps, forms and processes to complete in order to 

obtain any and all personal funds in banks or owed through the government, to reclaim any and 

all property retained by ice during their detention, and will be provided clear and comprehensive 

country-specific information to facilitate their identification and navigation of reintegration-related 

social services provided within the receiving country.

communication and preparation Recommendation: embassy of the united states 
Reintegration assistance team140

The U.s. Department of state should establish a team or department within each of its embassies 

to assist persons deported from the United states with the completion of reintegration tasks that 

require specialized knowledge of U.s. institutions or processes.  reintegration tasks addressed 

would include, but would not be limited to, facilitating the following for deported persons once 

they arrive in the receiving country:

a. the reclamation of personal identification and/or personal property retained by ice during 

detention in the United states; 

b. the reclamation of any and all personal funds from U.s. financial institutions; and

c. the release of any medical records from private or government medical facilities in the 

United states to the deported person or to a third-party of his or her choice.

139  See communication and preparation recommendation 3: U.S. Immigration and customs enforcement 

reintegration Assistance team, infra part 5.

140  See communication and preparation recommendation 4: embassy of the United States reintegration 

Assistance team, infra part 5.
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Focus    Veterans Affairs (VA) Benefits

Dr. wendel abel, a professor of psychiatry at the University of the west indies at mona (Uwi 

mona), shared the story of his patient nathan, a deported client who had migrated to the United 

states at an early age with his brother.  nathan fought for the United states in the first gulf war, 

and later developed post-traumatic stress disorder.  he was treated in a Va hospital, where he as-

saulted a nurse and was sent to prison, eventually leading to his deportation.

Dr. abel realized that, even in Jamaica, nathan was entitled to Va benefits.  fortunately, nathan’s 

brother was able to file a claim for nathan with Dr. abel’s help, and they successfully reinstated 

nathan’s Va benefits.  nathan now receives Us$2,000 per month, which is a “very adequate” 

income in Jamaica, according to Dr. abel.  however, Dr. abel emphasized that this was not a typi-

cal case, and nathan only received Va benefits because of the vigorous efforts of his brother in the 

United states.

4. connecting with Family

An appropriate support system may be determinative of a person’s chances of reintegration, espe-
cially if that person has a mental disability.141  “The success rate of being established [back in Ja-
maica] depends on whether you have friends or family support,” said Marleen Brown, Outreach 
Coordinator of FURI, an organization that provides reintegration services.  “If you do [have this 
support], fifty percent [of deported persons] become established.  If you do not, your chances are 
more like two out of ten.”142  Ishon Williams, a counselor at FURI, explained that the importance 
of family is particularly pronounced for a deported person with a mental disability, who “has to 
remember to take medications, get refills, monitor medications.  They don’t have funds to get 
more medication.  They are on their own unless they have a family member.”143  Ultimately, Mr. 
Williams concluded, “It has been our experience that those without family support either end up 
on the street, in gangs or homeless.”144

Although the involvement of a deported person’s family, both in the United States and Jamaica, 
can make the difference between reintegration and marginalization, many deported persons 
face challenges when seeking family support.  Transfer between detention centers, the cost of 

141  E.g., Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, & Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & 

resettlement Initiative, supra note 87.

142  Interview with Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & resettlement Initiative, supra note 

87.

143  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, family Unification & resettlement Initiative, supra note 87.

144  Id.
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phone calls, and the possibility that family contact information is lost during the confiscation of 
belongings, all pose serious obstacles for deported persons seeking to connect with family before 
and after arrival.  Captain Reuben Phillips, Director of the reintegration assistance organization 
2nd Chance Services, stated that deported persons often arrive in Jamaica without having made 
meaningful contact with their family members either in the United States or Jamaica.145  To miti-
gate this problem, his organization provides what amounts to an essential service to the deported 
people they meet at the airport: a phone call.146

Even Everton Tracey, a deported individual with no mental disability, strong family support, and 
some financial resources, faced an uphill battle to keep in touch with his family.  His mother and 
wife set up an apartment for him in Kingston ahead of his deportation.147  However, he found it 
difficult to let them know of his departure because his deportation was rescheduled three times.  
Amid all the scheduling changes, Everton was unable to alert his family before his departure.  
Everton explained, “When I got here, no one knew I was here.”148

Individuals with mental disabilities face additional obstacles to connecting with their families.  
Dr. Wendel Abel, a professor of psychiatry at UWI Mona, often helps mentally disabled deported 
persons to locate their families.  Dr. Abel described one deported patient who had no personal 
recollection of his family in Jamaica.  Dr. Abel believed this was due to a combination of fac-
tors: he had moved to the United States at age eight, suffered from a mental disability, and was 
a victim of sexual abuse.  No effort was made to locate or contact his family in Jamaica before 
he landed in Kingston.  Dr. Abel recalls, “Had it not been for our aggressive search, we wouldn’t 
have been able to make contact.  He would have ended up homeless.”149

145  Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98.

146  Id.

147  Interview with everton tracey, program Manager, 2nd chance Servs., supra note 100.

148  Id.

149  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.
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communication and preparation Recommendation: u.s. Family notification of 
departure150

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement (ice) should: 1) provide persons ordered deported 

the opportunity to notify their U.s.-based family of the impending deportation, or 2) if the person 

ordered deported provides informed consent for ice to issue notification, ice should make a 

good faith effort to notify his or her U.s.-based family of the impending deportation.  if the date of 

deportation changes, ice should provide persons ordered deported another opportunity to inform 

their families of the new date of departure.

communication and preparation Recommendation: Family/service provider notifi-
cation of arrival151

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement (ice) should: 1) provide persons ordered deported the 

opportunity to notify their receiving country-based family and/or relevant receiving country-based 

service providers of the impending deportation, or 2) if the person ordered deported provides 

informed consent for ice to issue notification, ice should make a good faith effort to notify his or 

her receiving country-based family and/or relevant receiving country-based service providers of 

the deported person’s impending deportation.

150  See communication and preparation recommendation 1: U.S. family notification of Departure, infra 

part 5.

151  See communication and preparation recommendation 2: family/Service provider notification of Arrival, 

infra part 5.
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2. “home” bUT homeless: barriers  
 To reinTegraTion

When deported persons with mental disabilities arrive in Jamaica, they are typically in need of 
mental health treatment and medication, shelter, employment, assistance in reuniting with their 
families, identification documents, and support in transitioning to a culture that is foreign or un-
familiar.  As discussed above, accommodations are rarely made to ensure that deported persons 
with mental disabilities are connected with the services they need immediately upon landing.152 

This section of the report describes the various barriers to integration that deported persons 
with mental disabilities face after arrival in Jamaica.  Utilizing international human rights law to 
frame the discussion, this section will juxtapose the obstacles faced by deported persons against 
relevant international human rights standards.  The most vulnerable populations, including the 
mentally disabled, should have access to the support, services, and protections necessary for the 
full enjoyment of their human rights in receiving countries.  Finally, the section provides some 
examples of policy and legislative changes that could ameliorate the obstacles to post-deportation 
reintegration and survival.

152  Interview with Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & resettlement Initiative, supra note 

87; Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.
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a. The righT To healTh: access To meDical TreaTmenT, 
meDicaTion, anD meDical recorDs

Focus    The Right to Health

The right to health is guaranteed in article 25(1) of the Universal Declaration of human rights 

(UDhr),153 article 12 of the international covenant on economic, social and cultural rights 

(icescr),154 and article 25 of the convention on the rights of persons with Disabilities (crpD).155

The committee on economic, social, and cultural rights (cescr), which monitors implementa-

tion of the icescr, has stated that to respect, protect, and fulfill the right to the highest attainable 

standard of health, states must ensure that health facilities, goods, and services satisfy the follow-

ing four “interrelated and essential elements”: availability, accessibility, acceptability, and quality.156   

1.  availability requires that “functioning public health and health-care facilities, goods and 

services, as well as programs, have to be available in sufficient quantity within the state 

party.”157

2.  accessibility requires that the provision of health care goods, services, and access to health 

care facilities are not made on a discriminatory basis; that health care is physically acces-

sible, is within safe physical reach, and is economically accessible; that poorer households 

are not disproportionately burdened with healthcare costs; and that information about 

health care is accessible to all.  

3. acceptability means that health facilities, goods and services are respectful of medical eth-

ics and the culture of individuals.  

4. Quality requires that health facilities, goods and services are scientifically and medically ap-

propriate and of good quality. 

The cescr has also explained that article 12.2(d) requires that the state create conditions that 

assure equal and timely access to appropriate mental health treatment and care.158

153  “everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of 

his family, including . . . care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of . . . sickness.”  

UDhr, supra note 35.

154  “the States parties to the present covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the 

highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.”  International covenant on economic, Social and cul-

tural rights art. 12, ¶ 1, opened for signature Dec. 16, 1966, 993 U.n.t.S. 3 [hereinafter IceScr].

155  “States parties recognize that persons with disabilities have the right to the enjoyment of the highest 

attainable standard of health without discrimination on the basis of disability.”  convention on the rights of persons 

with Disabilities art. 25, opened for signature Dec. 13, 2006, A-44910 [hereinafter crpD].

156  General comment no. 14, supra note 42, at ¶ 12.

157  Id. at ¶ 12(a).

158  Id. at ¶ 12(b).
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For people with mental disabilities who are deported to Jamaica, the elements of the right to 
health are often not met.  For example, health care, goods, and services may not be physically 
accessible because of the high cost of transportation, or they may not be economically accessible 
because of the inability of deported persons to access money they earned prior to deportation 
coupled with the high cost of medication in Jamaica.  The obstacles faced by deported persons 
with mental disabilities fall into three general categories: difficulties in obtaining and affording 
medication in Jamaica, limited access to medical records, and barriers to accessing quality medi-
cal treatment.

1. access to medication

“If you are mentally ill, [the cost of obtaining medication] is long term.  
Even if you do get a job, it’s not going to cover your living costs and your 
medication.”
Mrs. Y. Grant, Administrator, Open Arms Drop-in Centre

The amount of medication that deported persons are provided for the return to Jamaica is 
inconsistent at best.  Deported persons and service providers reported that persons often arrive 
in Jamaica with no medication; others receive a few days of medication, a few weeks of medica-
tion, or, in one instance, a month’s supply of medication.  According to the Performance Based 
National Detention Standards (PBNDS), at least seven days of medication in an appropriate 
dosage should be provided to a deported person upon release from ICE custody.159  Though this 
standard has been criticized for being inadequate,160 even its minimum suggestions are often not 
being met.

Deported persons with mental disabilities often have problems obtaining medication once in 
Jamaica. Individuals who have a tax registration number (TRN) may be able to get medication for 
free or at a reduced cost.161 However, identification, which many deported persons lack initially 
if not perpetually, is required to obtain the TRN.162  Many medications are beyond the financial 
reach of most Jamaicans even when subsidized, running up to US$300-$400 per month.163  As a 
result, for many deported persons with mental disabilities, necessary medication is not economi-
cally accessible. 

159  PBNDS, supra note 44, at § S; infra Appendix e: Ice flight operations Unit continuity Book.

160  Texas Appleseed Report, supra note 4, at 66.

161  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

162  for more about the tax registration number and other essential jamaican identifications, see infra notes 

279-302 and accompanying text.

163  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.
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Confronted with the economic inaccessibility of the expensive name brand drugs to which his 
body is accustomed, a deported person with a mental disability may be compelled to switch to a 
generic counterpart that may be available in Jamaica at a lower cost.  Switching between drugs 
can have a detrimental effect on a person’s health as the body adjusts to the new drug’s different 
side effects.164

medication Recommendation: provision of medication upon deportation165

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement (ice) health service corps should provide persons 

awaiting deportation with at least seven days of medication in appropriate dosages, pursuant to 

ice/enforcement and removal operations medical standards.

medication Recommendation: Funding for medication166

congress should appropriate funding for social service providers in the receiving country as well 

as prisons housing deported persons with mental disabilities to ensure that medication is consis-

tently available to deported persons for a limited period of time immediately upon arrival.

2. access to medical Records

“They literally come with just the clothes on their backs.  No money.  No 
medical records.  Nothing.  We have to improvise on whatever statement 
we have from them.”
Nurse Joy Crooks, Administrator, Committee for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill

Most deported persons from the United States are returned to Jamaica without their medical 
records.167 As a result, mental disabilities can remain undiagnosed until some incident makes the 
person’s condition apparent.  This may further undermine a person’s ability to enjoy the right to 
the highest attainable standard of health, as medical records are crucial to the provision of ad-
equate medical care.  Unlike the United Kingdom, which often sends a person’s medical records 
to Jamaica prior to deportation, the United States does not typically provide such information.168  

164  Id.

165  See Medication recommendation 1: provision of Medication Upon Deportation, infra part 5.

166  See Medication recommendation 3: funding for Medication, infra part 5.

167  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

168  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80; Interview with jam. 

passport, Immigration and citizenship Agency official, supra note 13; Interview with jam. nat’l Intelligence Bureau 

official, supra note 75.
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However, ICE guidelines require that individuals taking prescribed psychotropic medications 
be transferred with sufficient documentation to allow proper monitoring and treatment of their 
conditions.169  

The failure to transfer medical records means that the needs of persons with mental disabilities 
may remain unaddressed indefinitely where their symptoms are more subtle, or where stigma 
prevents them from seeking help.  Even if it is apparent that a deported person has a mental 
disability, without a medical history psychiatrists must often spend several sessions with a patient 
before a diagnosis is possible.170  Without knowledge of a person’s prior prescriptions, doctors 
may prescribe a different medicine than the patient formerly used, resulting in harmful side ef-
fects.171  Oswald Dawkins of the National Organisation of Deported Migrants (NODM) noted, 
“develop[ing] procedures to identify people with mental disabilities at the outset and ensur[ing] 
that they are treated appropriately” would make a noticeable difference.172

medical Records Recommendation: medical Records, generally173

Upon receiving the deported person’s informed consent, all of his medical records should be 

made available for review and analysis by medical professionals in the receiving country.

medical Records Recommendation: consent174

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement should establish a process for obtaining the informed 

consent of persons ordered deported to release their medical records to a specified party in the 

receiving country, where the person ordered deported has expressed an interest in the transfer of 

medical records to a third party.

medical Records Recommendation: Receipt of medical Records in Receiving 
country175

where the person awaiting deportation has given informed consent to a medical record transfer, 

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement should coordinate the receipt of a deported person’s 

medical records by a government office, agent, or appropriate medical professional within the 

receiving country.

169  Infra Appendix e: Ice flight operations Unit continuity Book.

170  Id.

171  Id.

172  Interview with oswald Dawkins, nat’l org. of Deported Migrants, supra note 105.

173  See Medical records recommendation 1: Medical records, Generally, infra part 5.

174  See Medical records recommendation 2: consent, infra part 5.

175  See Medical records recommendation 3: receipt of Medical records in receiving country, infra part 

5.
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3. the availability and accessibility of medical treatment

“People do not know where to go, and even if they do, they often do not 
have the money to get to the hospital.”
Naketa West, Masters student in clinical psychology at the University of the West Indies at Mona

“Where there is a documented mental illness . . . it would seem of some 
interest to ask . . . how are you going to get the treatment you need? My 
understanding is that that kind of question is simply not asked.”
Dr. Bernard Headley, Professor of Criminology at the University of the West Indies at Mona

As noted above, the United States does not connect deported persons with mental disabilities 
to mental health professionals prior to departure or upon arrival in Jamaica.  In addition, medi-
cal treatment may be unavailable or inaccessible.  Specifically, Jamaica lacks a forensic mental 
health facility, the stigma against mental disabilities prevents some people from seeking treat-
ment in their own neighborhoods, some individuals avoid getting treatment due to safety con-
cerns, and there is a shortage of mental health providers.  

Bellevue Hospital, the largest mental health treatment facility in Jamaica,176 does not accept 
mentally disabled individuals who would require treatment in a discrete forensic unit, which 
would provide both mental health treatment and prison-level security.177  Deported persons with 
mental disabilities who commit crimes in Jamaica are therefore commonly treated in prisons, 
where they are often housed among the general prison population.178  These prisons employ 

176  the hospital serves about 800 patients with a range of mental disabilities.  out of a staff of about 780, 

five are psychiatrists.  Interview with Bellevue hospital senior official in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011); Kimone 

thompson, Paging… the Jamaican Psychiatrist, Jam. Observer, jan. 30, 2011, available at http://www.

jamaicaobserver.com/news/paging----the-jamaican-psychiatrist_8283232.

177  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

178  researchers in this investigation were not permitted to visit jamaica’s prisons, despite seeking to 

work with government officials to gain access.  the Un Special rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhu-

man or degrading treatment or punishment, Manfred nowak, who visited the prisons, found that “[t]he two main 

prisons (St. catherine Adult correctional centre and tower Street Adult correctional centre) are ancient facilities, 

which were built for storehousing people and are not fit for modern correctional purposes of rehabilitating and 

re-socializing criminal offenders.  they are overcrowded, lack sanitary facilities, and any meaningful opportunities 

for education, work and recreation.  In addition, basic amenities, such as electricity, medical treatment and the use 

of toilets, depend on the goodwill of warders.  I also found credible complaints by prisoners of beatings by the offi-

cers.”  press release, office of the high comm’r for human rights, UN Special Rapporteur presents preliminary 

findings on his mission to Jamaica, feb. 19, 2010, http://www.ohchr.org/en/newsevents/pages/Displaynews.

aspx?newsID=9834&LangID=e.
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no full time psychiatrists to treat the over 530 inmates (approximately ten to fifteen percent of 
whom have been deported) who have a diagnosed mental disability; instead, psychiatrists visit 
the prison a few days a week and see an average of fifteen patients in a four-hour period.179  The 
lack of a forensic mental health facility and the inadequacy of treatment in prison may lead to 
problems meeting the acceptability and quality elements of the right to health. 

In contrast to U.S. practices, British officials consider the absence of a discrete forensic unit in 
their determination of whether to deport persons with mental disabilities to Jamaica.180  If an 
individual has committed a crime and has a mental disability, British officials may suspend his 
deportation upon a finding that Jamaica’s lack of a discrete forensic mental health unit would be 
detrimental to his rehabilitation.181  

In addition, when mentally disabled persons are released from Jamaica’s prisons, they may experi-
ence significant gaps in continuity of care because they often are released without notification to 
anyone, including community clinics, despite policies in place to ensure such notification.182

Stigma may also prevent deported persons with mental disabilities from getting the care they 
need.  As Mrs. Y. Grant, Administrator of the homeless shelter Open Arms Drop-in Centre, ex-
plained, although community clinics are an important resource for people for whom treatment at 
Bellevue Hospital is inaccessible or inappropriate, “stigma gets in the way, and sometimes if you 
live in a small rural area, you’re not going to go to that clinic.”183  People may fear the repercus-
sions that could ensue if members of their community learned that they suffer from a particu-
lar illness or take a certain kind of drug.184  In order to conceal their mental disabilities, some 
individuals represent their prescribed psychotropic medication as pills meant to treat a stomach 
ailment in order to avoid detection.185

In other instances, nearby mental health care may not be somewhere physically safe.  Malea, a 
woman deported from the United States who could not afford private health care, explained that 
she was too afraid to go to the nearest public clinic because it was in the neighborhood where 
opposing political party members had murdered several members of her family.186 

179  Interview with psychiatric researcher in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).

180  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

181  Id.

182  Interview with psychiatric researcher, supra note 179.

183  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

184  Id.

185  Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98.

186  Interview with Malea in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).
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Finally, there are too few mental health workers in Jamaica.  The country has about twenty-five 
psychiatrists across the island,187 or less than one psychiatrist per 100,000 Jamaicans.  According 
to one psychiatrist, Jamaica needs at least 200 psychiatrists to meet the needs of the country’s 
mentally disabled population, both inpatients at Bellevue Hospital and outpatients who receive 
care at community clinics.188  

medication Recommendation: oversight over continuity of care189

enforcement and removal operations (formerly known as the office of Detention and removal 

operations (Dro)) should institute procedures to monitor the compliance of the U.s. immigration 

and customs enforcement (ice) health service corps with the ice/Dro Detention standards on 

medical care, section s: continuity of care.

187  thompson, supra note 176.

188  Id.

189  See Medication recommendation 2: oversight over continuity of care, infra part 5.
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b. The righT To hoUsing: access To aDeQUaTe shelTer

Focus    The Right to Adequate Housing

The right to adequate housing is guaranteed in article 25(1) of the Universal Declaration of human 

rights (UDhr),190 article 11(1) of the international covenant on economic social and cultural 

rights (icescr),191 and article 28 of the convention on the rights of persons with Disabilities 

(crpD).192

according to the committee on economic, social and cultural rights (cescr), adequate housing 

requires:193  

1. security of tenure:  all persons are to possess a “degree of security of tenure which guaran-

tees legal protection against forced eviction, harassment and other threats.”

2. availability:  services, materials, facilities, and infrastructure that are essential for health, 

security, comfort and nutrition must be available to all.

3. affordability:  costs associated with housing should not threaten or compromise the attain-

ment of other basic needs.

4. habitability:  housing must provide inhabitants with adequate space, as well as protection 

from the elements, threats to health, structural hazards and disease vectors.

5. accessibility:  housing must be accessible to those entitled to it; disadvantaged groups, 

including the mentally disabled, must be accorded full and sustainable access to adequate 

housing resources and given some degree of priority consideration.

6. location:  housing must be located so that it is accessible to employment, health-care, 

schools, child-care, and other social facilities.

7. cultural adequacy:  housing must appropriately enable the expression of cultural identity 

and diversity.

The cescr has recognized that adequate housing is integral to the realization of all economic, 

social and cultural rights, 194 and has said that the right to housing “should be seen not merely 

as ‘having a roof over one’s head,’” but as “the right to live somewhere in security, peace and 

190  “everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of 

his family, including . . . housing.”  UDhr, supra note 35.

191  “the States parties to the present covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of 

living for himself and his family, including . . . housing.”  IceScr, supra note 154, at art. 12, ¶ 1.

192  “States parties recognize the right of persons with disabilities to an adequate standard of living for them-

selves and their families . . . and, shall take appropriate steps to safeguard and promote the realization of this right 

without discrimination on the basis of disability.” crpD, supra note 155, at art. 25.

193  U.n. econ. & Soc. council, comm. on econ., Soc. & cultural rights, the right to adequate housing 

(Art.11(1)): General comment no. 4, ¶ 8 (a-g), U.n. Doc. e/1992/23 (Dec. 13, 1991) [hereinafter General comment 

no. 4].

194  Id. at ¶ 1.
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dignity.”195  The cescr has also declared that the enjoyment of the right to housing cannot be 

subjected to any form of discrimination196 and should be ensured to everyone regardless of in-

come or access to economic resources.197

Many of the elements of the human right to adequate housing were not met for mentally dis-
abled persons who had been deported from the United States to Jamaica, a majority of whom 
face enormous challenges in finding and maintaining adequate housing upon their return.  The 
World Health Organization (WHO) reports very limited appropriate housing for mentally dis-
abled persons in Jamaica,198 an unfortunate reality that was confirmed by many mental health 
professionals.199   Available options for deported persons typically include living with family mem-
bers, in hostels or shelters, in community group homes, or in private apartments.  But because of 
the challenges associated with each of these options, one service provider in Kingston estimated 
that nine out of ten deported persons with mental disabilities ultimately end up homeless.200 

Homelessness presents a presumptive violation of the right to housing,201 and mentally disabled 
deported persons in Jamaica are at high risk of homelessness due to their low socioeconomic sta-
tus, the challenges in improving that status in a country with few to no employment opportuni-
ties, the significant stigma against mentally disabled and deported persons, and the improbability 
of finding family members willing or able to offer long-term housing, among other factors.

Housing Recommendation: securing Housing202

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement (ice) should work to identify and assist with securing 

appropriate housing for mentally disabled persons awaiting deportation before they arrive in the 

receiving country.  ice should work with service providers and organizations that provide housing 

so as to ensure that any housing is adequately responsive to the needs of individuals with mental 

disabilities. 

195  Id. at ¶ 7.

196  Id. at ¶ 6.

197  Id. at ¶ 7.

198  World Health Org., supra note 8.

199  E.g., Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80; Interview with nurse 

joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 26.

200  Interview with Ishon williams, counselor, family Unification & resettlement Initiative, supra note 87.

201  See General comment no. 4, supra note 193, at ¶ 4.

202  See housing recommendation 1: Securing housing, infra part 5.
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1. living with Family

Focus    “He was living on the street; things happened to him . . . .”203

paula migrated to the United states with her son adam when he was sixteen years old.  adam 

went to school, held a few jobs, and joined the national guard in miami.  seven years ago, when 

adam was twenty-three, he was deported to Jamaica because, his mother says, he held some-

one up in a store.  his mother described him as “thirty percent not there” in terms of behavior and 

speech when he arrived.  he tried to find work, but as soon as employers found out that he had 

been deported, he was not hired.  without a job to occupy his mind, his mother explained, the 

problems only worsened. 

signs of schizophrenia eventually emerged; his mother explained that he would hide in his closet 

holding a knife, talking to people he could not see, and apparently believed that people were “try-

ing to get him.”  although there was medication that could help her son, paula said that she could 

not afford it.  after two years of struggling with the symptoms of adam’s untreated mental illness, 

adam’s grandmother, who lived with them, asked paula to find another place for him.

This put paula in the difficult position of having to ask others to take in her son.  however, adam 

faced intense stigma because of his mental disability.  “as soon as people know, they shy away 

because they don’t know what he may do,” paula said.  paula tried to get him admitted to bel-

levue hospital, but they released him, claiming his symptoms were due to drug use. adam’s father 

got him into a facility in st. mary’s parish, but that did not last long.  adam also stayed briefly with 

a friend.

adam has been homeless on and off for the past five years.  while living on the street, adam was 

molested, which his mother says exacerbated his symptoms, provoking a violent outburst.  paula 

tried to get food to her son, but she did not have access to any support services for him.  when 

asked about the future of her son, paula was not optimistic.  “you know he’ll be on the street 

again.  you don’t know what to do.  you don’t know,” she said.

The high cost of living in Jamaica, combined with high unemployment, discrimination, and the 
corresponding inability of many deported persons to contribute to household expenses, leaves 
many families unable to financially support an additional person.204  The emotional burden of 

203  Interview with paula, supra note 89.

204  See infra notes 251-56 and accompanying text; see also Dwayne McLeod, Goods chopped to fit 

pockets – Half a corned beef, soap, other items sold at shops, Jam. Online Star, Dec. 19, 2008, available at 

http://jamaica-star.com/thestar/20081219/news/news1.html.
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caring for a deported person with a mental disability can also be challenging.205  As Dr. Wendel 
Abel of UWI Mona observed, “while family can be supportive, issues can sometimes arise when 
a mentally ill deportee is taken in by his or her family, as family members often cannot manage 
living with mentally ill deportees.”206  Although the family desires to help the deported person, 
they often find themselves poorly equipped to care for them on a long-term basis.

For persons who left Jamaica many decades ago, perhaps even as young children, it can be dif-
ficult to try to reconnect with family members with whom they have little familiarity.  A PICA 
official observed that deported women are often more successful than deported men in recon-
necting with their families; “women may have family to return to because they keep in touch, 
but when a man walks out, he walks out on his own.”207  As Oswald Dawkins, co-founder of the 
NODM, explained, “I was kind of fortunate because my family was here.  Most people only have 
distant relatives and are only welcome if they’re getting money sent from overseas.  When the 
money dries up, you start getting the looks.”208

Some families may also be reluctant to house a deported relative because of the associated 
stigma towards deported individuals.  Andre Simpson of the NODM, who does not have a mental 
disability, shared the experience of staying with his aunt when he was first deported.  Although 
she initially opened her house to him, he was soon forced to leave: “At first everything was okay.  
After the first month she started giving me looks because I was deported.  Whispering, gossiping 
. . . that in itself can make you stress, go crazy.  She ended up kicking me out,” he said.209  Andre 
then stayed with a cousin, but the situation was similar to that with his aunt.  He eventually 
found his own apartment, but expressed his belief that “housing is definitely a major issue” for 
deported persons.210  Ultimately, even if a deported person is able to rely on his or her family for 
housing assistance when he arrives, there is no telling how long the hospitality will last.

Despite these challenges, living with a family member is often a deported person’s best hope.  
However, this option is not available to persons without family members or those with family 
who are unable or unwilling to take them in.  For these individuals, the alternatives—beyond the 
street—include hostels, shelters, community group homes, and private apartments. 

205 See, e.g., Kimone thompson, Living with mental illness – A mother’s tale, Jam. Observer, 

feb. 13, 2011, available at http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/news/Living-with-mental-illness-A-mother-s-

tale_8351092#ixzz1e7spV9gQ (“[the worst part of this is] the disappointment of having your eldest child not func-

tioning and not contributing positively to society; of him not being happy; of him not having friends; of him never 

knowing the joy of having his own children.”).

206 Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

207 Interview with jam. passport, Immigration and citizenship Agency official, supra note 13.

208 Interview with oswald Dawkins, nat’l org. of Deported Migrants, supra note 105.

209 Interview with Andre Simpson, nat’l org. of Deported Migrants, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).

210 Id.
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2. Hostels and shelters

Hostels and shelters are low- to no-cost, short- to medium-term housing options for deported 
persons who have been returned to Jamaica.  The conditions at hostels and shelters, while better 
than being on the street, frequently do not meet the standards of habitability, accessibility, or 
availability of services or infrastructure that are key components of the right to adequate housing.

Both shelters and hostels have rules limiting accessibility. For example, some hostels only admit 
male clients, some shelters only allow male clients to stay overnight yet allow women during the 
day, while one hostel only admits deported women. Hostels and shelters may also limit how long 
someone can stay, may charge for stays longer than thirty days,211 and have limited capacity.212  
Sometimes it can be harder for deported persons who initially stayed with family to access a 
hostel or shelter.213 

The conditions at some hostels and shelters are very basic and provide for no more than the 
most rudimentary needs of the persons staying there.214  The Marie Atkins Shelter in Kingston is 
composed of one large, dormitory-style room with bunk-beds.  If the shelter’s beds are full, indi-
viduals must sleep on the floor or benches in a covered outdoor space.  Due to a lack of privacy, 
theft is not uncommon.  Additionally, according to one deported person, food portions are meager 
and of low quality and nutritional content.215  The Open Arms Drop-in Centre provides slightly 
more comfortable accommodations and has a day program that provides employment services 
and skills training.216  However, the shelter is surrounded by a cage-like fence and is located in a 
dangerous neighborhood in downtown Kingston.217 

Due to the inaccessibility of permanent, affordable housing, some individuals may have to 
remain for extended periods of time.218 However, hostels and shelters are not intended to replace 
permanent housing, and they never have enough spots to satisfy demand.219  Eventually, those 
individuals unable to stay at hostels and shelters end up on the streets.220 

211  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

212  Interview with Mrs. flowers, Adm’r, open heart Ministries, in Montego Bay, jam. (jan. 11, 2011) (e.g., 

refuge of hope Shelter in Montego Bay accommodates thirty individuals).

213  Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98.

214  Interview with St. rachel Ustanny, exec. Dir., hibiscus, supra note 138.

215  Interview with william in Kingston, jam. (jan. 12, 2011).

216  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

217  Id.

218  Interview with william, supra note 215 (noting that he lived at Marie Atkins Shelter for over a year and 

a half).

219  Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 26.

220  Interview with Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & resettlement Initiative, supra note 

87.
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Focus    community Group Homes

community group homes is a group of hostels supported by the United Kingdom in partnership 

with the Jamaican government.221  it provides small meals, medication, and sleeping accommoda-

tions on a longer-term basis, and as such, offers a more permanent housing option for deported 

persons with mental disabilities—provided that they have the substantial financial resources 

necessary to afford group home residence.222  while the first month at community group homes 

is free, after that these homes cost approximately Us$500 per month,223 a cost far out of reach 

for most in Jamaica where the gross national income per capita is Us$5,020 per year, or about 

Us$418 per month.224  as a result, longer-term stays in community group homes generally require 

outside financial support, for example from family members.225  for those without outside financial 

support, community group homes likely does not meet the affordability element of the right to 

adequate housing.

community group homes provides some counseling and other mental health services to resi-

dents.  however, several residents reported that the hostels feel isolating and institutional, and do 

not offer much privacy.  randall, a paranoid schizophrenic, who was deported from the United 

states and has spent the past two years at community group homes, stated that he is “still wait-

ing for the date of release, but it hasn’t come yet.”226  clayton, also a paranoid schizophrenic de-

ported from the United states, who has been living at community group homes for the past eight 

years, said, “i just want to have a wife, a car, a house, a job, and to live a peaceful and relaxing 

life, but i’m far away from that now.”227  finley, who has been diagnosed with paranoid schizophre-

nia, was deported from the United Kingdom in november 2010, now lives at community group 

homes.  he said, “i believe i’m still in prison.  i can’t go anywhere.  you have to do what you’re 

told.  i was more free in prison.”228

221  Interview with British high comm’n officials, supra note 82.

222  Interview with Mrs. flowers, Adm’r, open heart Ministries, supra note 212.

223  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

224  Jamaica Statistics, UNICEF, http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/jamaica_statistics.html#79 (last 

visited Mar. 27, 2011).

225  Interview with clayton, supra note 118; Interview with Darell in Kingston, jam. (jan. 14, 2011).

226  Interview with randall, supra note 116.

227  Interview with clayton, supra note 118.

228  Interview with finley, supra note 117.
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3. private apartments

The final housing option available to some deported persons with mental disabilities is renting 
a private home or apartment.  However, the cost of renting an apartment can start at J$15,000 
(US$174) per month, which is a substantial portion of the average salary in Jamaica and com-
pletely out of reach for an unemployed person without significant outside financial assistance.229  
Therefore, like Community Group Homes, this option is also only available to a small number of 
deported persons with mental disabilities and poses a violation of the affordability element of the 
right to adequate housing.230 

Even beyond cost, discrimination against deported persons with mental disabilities also limits the 
private housing options that are available.  As noted above, states must “promote the realization 
of [the right to adequate housing] without discrimination on the basis of disability,”231 and “enjoy-
ment of this right must . . . not be subject to any form of discrimination.”232  Unfortunately, this 
is not always the case.  In one incident, a mentally disabled deported person disturbed the other 
tenants of the building in which apartments had been specially rented out by an international 
organization to house recently deported persons with mental disabilities. Following the distur-
bance, the landlord decided never to rent to deported persons again.233  Other professionals said 
that, due to cost and stigma, deported persons with mental illness were only able to rent in cer-
tain neighborhoods, many of which carry reputations as being dangerous, poverty-stricken loca-
tions, which subjects the person to additional stigma.234  Additionally, many persons with mental 
disabilities are in need of professional services and support to maintain their mental health, and 
living alone in private housing can limit the access that someone has to such services.  In other 
words, for mentally disabled deported persons in Jamaica, private accommodations rarely satisfy 
the accessibility element of the right to housing.

Housing Recommendation: Funding for independent Housing235

congress should appropriate funding for the purpose of promoting reintegration by providing 

limited financial assistance to deported persons seeking permanent housing.

229  Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98.

230  Interview with Andre Simpson, nat’l org. of Deported Migrants, supra note 209.

231  crpD, supra note 155, at art. 28.

232  General comment no. 4, supra note 193, at ¶ 6.

233  Interview with international organization official, supra note 120.

234  Interview with Marleen Brown, outreach coord., family Unification & resettlement Initiative, supra note 

87.

235  See housing recommendation 2: funding for Independent housing, infra part 5.
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c. The righT To worK: finDing employmenT in Jamaica

“[When it comes to jobs,] a deported person is . . . starting from zero.”236

St. Rachel Ustanny, Executive Director, Hibiscus

Focus    The Right to Work

The right to work, including the right to equal pay for equal work, is guaranteed in article 23 of the 

Universal Declaration of human rights (UDhr),237 articles 6 and 7 of the international covenant 

on economic, social and cultural rights (icescr),238 article 8(3)(a) of the international covenant 

on civil and political rights (iccpr),239 article 27 of the convention on the rights of persons with 

Disabilities (crpD),240 and article 5(e)(i) of the committee on the elimination of racial Discrimina-

tion (cerD),241 among other places.242

as explained by the committee on economic, social and cultural rights, the right to work means 

decent work and work that allows workers to support themselves.243  in order to exercise the right 

to work, the following interdependent and essential elements must be met:  availability, accessibil-

ity, acceptability and quality.  

1. availability requires that state parties have “specialized services to assist and support indi-

viduals in order to enable them to identify and find available employment.”244

236  Interview with St. rachel Ustanny, exec. Dir., hibiscus, supra note 138.

237  UDhr, supra note 35, at art. 25, ¶¶ 1-2.

238  “the States parties to the present covenant recognize the right to work . . . and remuneration which 

provides all workers, as a minimum, with fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinc-

tion of any kind.”  IceScr, supra note 154, at art. 6, 7 ¶ a(i).

239  “no one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour.”  International covenant on civil and 

political rights, art. 8(3)(a), opened for signature Dec. 16, 1966, 999 U.n.t.S. 17 [hereinafter Iccpr].

240  “States parties recognize the right of persons with disabilities to work, on an equal basis with others.”  

crpD, supra note 155, at art. 27(1).

241  “the rights to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work, to protec-

tion against unemployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and favourable remuneration.”  International con-

vention on the elimination of All forms of racial Discrimination, art. 5(e)(i), opened for signature Sept. 28, 1966, 

660 U.n.t.S. 195.

242  the right to work is also recognized in articles 11, 25, 26, 40, 52, and 54 of the International conven-

tion on the protection of the rights of All Migrant workers and Members of their families.  International convention 

on the protection of the rights of All Migrant workers and Members of their families, opened for signature Dec. 

18,1990, U.n. G.A. res. 45/158 (1990).

243  U.n. econ. & Soc. council, comm. on econ., Soc. & cultural rights, the right to work, ceScr Gen-

eral comment no. 18, ¶ 7, U.n. Doc. e/c.12/Gc/18 (feb. 6, 2006) [hereinafter General comment no. 18].

244  Id. at ¶ 12(a).
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2. accessibility means the labor market must be open to everyone under the state party’s 

jurisdiction.  To be open to everyone, icescr article 2(2), and article 3 prohibit discrimina-

tion on the grounds of physical or mental disability, social or other status, among others.245  

work must also be physically accessible and workers must be able to seek, obtain, and 

impart information on the means of gaining access to employment.246

3. acceptability and quality mean that workers have the right to just and favorable conditions 

of work.247

The crpD also requires states to take steps to ensure that persons with disabilities have effective 

access to general technical and vocational guidance programs.248    

The elements of the right to work were rarely met for persons with mental disabilities who were 
deported to Jamaica.  Work is not readily available to deported persons with mental disabilities 
because Jamaica lacks adequate support services to train, certify, and place them.  When people 
have been out of the country for years, as many deported persons have been, the difficulties of 
finding a job are multiplied.  From the differing form and content of a resume, to learning how 
to solicit an employer, to getting references, deported persons essentially must start from scratch 
and learn the job search process as it operates in Jamaica.  Additionally, the stigma attached to 
deportation and to persons with mental disabilities creates significant barriers to the accessibil-
ity of the labor market.  Finally, when deported persons with mental disabilities are able to find 
work, it is often informal, increasing the risk of exploitation and unequal wages.

1. certification and training

Deported persons with mental disabilities in Jamaica face a multitude of employment chal-
lenges due to inadequate support services.  Many Jamaican jobs require official certification 
of skills, even if individuals already have a skills certification from the United States.  Without 
certification, workers may be subject to exploitation.  However, in Jamaica, access to certifica-
tion programs and training to develop employable and certifiable skills is not readily available to 
everyone.

245  U.n. econ. & Soc. council, comm. on econ., Soc. & cultural rights, the right to work, ceScr Gen-

eral comment no. 12(b)(i), ¶ 7, U.n. Doc. e/c.12/Gc/18 (feb. 6, 2006).

246  General comment no. 18, supra note 243, at ¶ 12(b)(ii, iii).

247  Id. at 12(c).

248  States parties shall “[e]nable persons with disabilities to have effective access to general technical and 

vocational guidance programmes, placement services and vocational and continuing training.”  crpD, supra note 

155, at art. 27(1)(d).
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The Human Employment and Resource Training (HEART) Trust/National Training Agency 
(NTA) is a program that provides skills training and certification of certain skills for the Jamaican 
workforce.  While the overall training and certification programs at HEART are available to any 
Jamaican, the cost associated with the program can be prohibitive for deported individuals who 
have limited access to money.  This presents a major barrier to the realization of the right to work.  
To address this issue, the United Kingdom funds a program at HEART to certify the skills of 
those persons it deports.249  The U.K.-funded program is not available to persons deported from 
the United States, and is one major disparity in services available to deported persons from the 
United Kingdom versus the United States.

In addition, while HEART can benefit many Jamaicans, its training and certification programs 
are not always available to persons with intellectual250 or learning disabilities.  Reid was only 
seven years old and had just been diagnosed with dyslexia when he left Jamaica for the United 
States.251  Reid’s school did not offer any accommodations for his learning disability, and he end-
ed up dropping out of school around age fourteen.252  Eventually, Reid was deported to Jamaica.  
His father took him to HEART, but Reid he could not enroll until he completed remedial classes.  
However, Jamaican remedial programs do not have the special education components necessary 
to accommodate Reid’s learning disability.253  Although Reid could get jobs doing carpentry and 
plumbing, he could not get certified and experienced difficulties keeping long-term employment 
because of his disability.254  Reid has a strong desire to learn and to work, but the support services 
Reid needs are simply unavailable.255  According to his aunt, “he’s not moving forward.  He’s 
stuck.”256  

Deported persons who are qualified to perform a skill or trade in the United States or the United 
Kingdom need to have that skill or trade recognized in Jamaica in order to find steady work.257  
When a person is not certified according to Jamaican standards, that person may only find infor-
mal employment.  As a result, that person may be forced to accept low or irregular pay.  Informal 
employment also lacks legal safeguards against exploitation.  Mrs. Y. Grant, the Administrator of 
a homeless shelter in Kingston, explained, “[deported persons] are going to be exploited, but if 
they are mentally ill . . . very often, they’re not going to get paid . . . .  If they’re supposed to get 
J$1,500 [US$18], they give them J$200 [US$2.40].  That’s exploitation.”258

249  Interview with British high comm’n officials, supra note 82.

250  the jamaican Association on Intellectual Disabilities offers a small work skills program in conjunction 

with heArt; however, the Interim executive Director doubted adult deported persons with mental disabilities would 

be able to access it.  Interview with Miss rodriguez, Interim exec. Dir., jam. Ass’n on Intellectual Disability, in 

Kingston, jam. (jan. 12, 2011).

251  Interview with family member of reid, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).

252  Id.

253  Id.

254  Id.

255  Id.

256  Id.

257  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

258  Id.
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If certification programs and support services were more readily available in Jamaica for deported 
persons with mental disabilities, the acceptability and quality requirements of the right to work 
would be more readily met as well. 

employment Recommendation: Formal Recognition of training and education259

The U.s. government, through U.s. immigration and customs enforcement, should provide ac-

cess to information to persons in detention regarding any employment certification requirements 

in the receiving country.  logistical and financial support should be provided to reduce the barriers 

that mentally disabled persons face in obtaining such certification.  Deported persons who have 

attained vocational or any other type of educational or professional training or certification in the 

United states should be provided with the means to have these skills formally recognized, with the 

goal of enabling them to find work in that trade, vocation, or profession in the receiving country.

If a deported person does not have a skill that is recognized by the certification system, there are 
job-training opportunities available in Jamaica that are largely funded by private organizations and 
the United Kingdom.  These options, while helpful, are limited, and are not available to every-
one.  Deported persons from the United Kingdom are the sole intended benefactors of U.K.-
funded programs (though in some instances deported persons from the United States may access 
these programs as well), and other programs, such as those provided by the Salvation Army and 
Hibiscus, are only available to a subset of the population as well. 

The Salvation Army’s drug rehabilitation program, supported by the United Kingdom, provides 
housing, substance abuse counseling, job training, and employment services to twenty Jamaicans 
at a time.260  While this program accepts deported persons, it is not specifically designed for that 
population.261  After participants graduate from the primary substance abuse treatment program, 
the Salvation Army tries to employ them for three to six months, paying the average Jamaican 
wage, which is about J$4,000 (US$48) per week.262  While this program works well for those who 
can take advantage of it, the program is not available to individuals dually diagnosed with severe 
mental disabilities and drug dependency, and there is a permanent waiting list.

Hibiscus, another organization funded by the United Kingdom, is a resettlement and reintegra-
tion service for deported women and children.  In addition to temporary housing, food, cloth-
ing, textbook rentals for children, and referral services, Hibiscus offers skills training for up to 
twenty-five deported women in commercial garment production via the Joint Migration and 

259  See employment recommendation 1: formal recognition of training and education, infra part 5.

260  Interview with Salvation Army official in Kingston, jam. (jan. 13, 2011).

261  Id.

262  Id.
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Development Initiative (JMDI)263 and the European Union (EU).264  According to the Executive 
Director of Hibiscus, the major barrier deported women face in accessing the organization’s skills 
training program is transportation to the program itself.265  Many women who do not live within 
walking distance of Hibiscus simply cannot afford the cost of transportation in order to attend 
the program regularly.266

The EU-United Nations Development Program Reintegrating Deported Migrants Project 
provides workshops to point deported persons toward available skills training programs.  The 
project does not recruit persons with mental disabilities because, with the “widespread presump-
tion in Jamaican society among employers . . . that mentally [disabled] people cannot function 
productively,”267 recruiting mentally disabled deportees to these workshops is perceived as a risk 
to the success of the project – and therefore to future funding.268

With few job-training options available, deported persons with mental disabilities are faced 
with sparse options for reintegration into the Jamaican workforce.269  Dr. Bernard Headley, the 
Director of the project, was hard-pressed to think of a single sector that would employ mentally 
disabled individuals.270 He explained that even beyond stigma, the support systems required for 
employment are simply absent in Jamaica.  

Many people advocated for additional vocational training programs and other support systems for 
mentally disabled and deported persons.  Professor Frederick W. Hickling, a practicing psychia-
trist and retired professor in the Faculty of Medical Sciences at UWI Mona, opined that a hu-
mane system on both the U.S. side and on the Jamaican side with communication between the 
two is essential to facilitating effective reintegration of deported persons.  He believes that a hu-
mane system necessitates rehabilitation services that include vocational rehabilitation, because 
people have a right to work in decent employment.271  Making employment training universally 
available would be a significant step in the realization of the right to work.

263  jMDI is a program run by the european commission and the United nations, “to support civil society 

organizations and local authorities seeking to contribute to linking migration and development.”  About the JMDI, 

Migration for Development, http://www.migration4development.org/content/about-jmdi (last visited Mar. 27, 

2011).

264  Interview with St. rachel Ustanny, exec. Dir., hibiscus, supra note 138.

265  Id.

266  Id.

267  e-mail from Bernard headley, professor in faculty of Soc. Scis., Sociology, psychology, and Soc. work, 

Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, to authors (Mar. 10, 2011) (on file with authors).

268  Id.; telephone Interview with Bernard headley, professor in faculty of Soc. Scis., Sociology, psychology, 

and Soc. work, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona (jan. 25, 2011).

269  Additional skills training programs are available in jamaica, but there is an associated fee.  while per-

sons deported from the United Kingdom can receive funding for the training program, persons deported from the 

United States are ineligible for such funding.  See Interview with international organization official, supra note 120.

270  telephone Interview with Bernard headley, professor in faculty of Soc. Scis., Sociology, psychology, 

and Soc. work, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 268.

271  Interview with professor frederick w. hickling, psychiatrist, in Kingston, jam. (jan. 10, 2011).
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employment Recommendation: Vocational and technical training272

The United states, through the U.s. agency for international Development (UsaiD) and diplomatic 

missions, should assist deported persons with mental disabilities in obtaining local vocational and 

technical training if they do not yet have training for which they could obtain employment.  UsaiD, 

the appropriate U.s. embassy or consulate, and local ngos should collaborate to support pro-

grams that train and educate deported persons to perform particular skills in the local workforce.  

such programs should be tailored to the needs of the target population; for example, they should 

provide remedial classes for persons with mental disabilities as needed, and should be located in 

a safe and physically accessible area. 

2. stigma-Based discrimination

The ICESCR prohibits discrimination on numerous grounds, including physical or mental 
disability and social or other status.273  Because of discrimination resulting from the significant 
stigma attached both to deportation and mental disabilities, however, the labor market in Jamaica 
is largely inaccessible to deported persons with mental disabilities.

Many deported persons who have lived in the United States have American accents.  In Jamaica, 
an American accent is often perceived as an indication that the person has been deported, which 
triggers the significant stigma that exists against deported persons.

Nurse Joy Crooks, the Administrator of the Committee for the Upliftment for the Mentally Ill 
(CUMI), an organization that provides community-based outreach to the homeless, mentally dis-
abled of Montego Bay, related the difficulty this population faces in securing employment.  She 
has asked favors of people she knows personally in order to help clients surmount the barriers of 
accessibility of the labor market brought on by stigma against persons with mental disabilities.274  
Often, however, the employer is simply unable to see past the stigma of mental disability and is 
unwilling to hire the individual.  When contemplating the possibility of a deported person with a 
mental disability seeking employment without CUMI’s assistance, Nurse Crooks remarked, “Oh 
Lord, I hate to think . . . there’s a stigma because you’ve got mental illness, you’re a ‘madman,’ 
and there’s a stigma because you’re a deportee as well.  It’s assumed that you’ve done something 
wrong.”275

For deported persons and particularly for those with mental disabilities, stigma is a significant 
and debilitating barrier to realization of the right to work.

272  See employment recommendation 2: Vocational and technical training, infra part 5.

273  IceScr, supra note 154, art. 2(2).

274  Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 26.

275  Id.
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employment Recommendation: obtaining employment276

The United states, through the U.s. agency for international Development and diplomatic mis-

sions, should assist deported persons with mental disabilities in finding employment in the country 

to which they are returned.  This could be accomplished by building relationships with local busi-

ness, and/or by providing funding or other resource support to organizations that assist deported 

and mentally disabled persons obtain employment and adjust to the local work culture.

Focus    Assistance starting a Business

if a person returns to Jamaica via a U.K.-funded program of the international organization for 

migration (iom),277 that person has access to grant money to start a small business.278  iom has 

pre-made business plan worksheets that help people understand how to start a viable business.  

for some businesses, the person needs to develop a business plan and thereby demonstrate to 

iom that they have thought the business through before they receive the grant money.  because 

the United states does not fund such a program through iom, the organization’s assistance with 

starting a business is not available to deported persons from the United states. 

276  See employment recommendation 3: obtaining employment, infra part 5.

277  the International organization for Migration “works to help ensure the orderly and humane management 

of migration, to promote international cooperation on migration issues, to assist in the search for practical solutions 

to migration problems and to provide humanitarian assistance to migrants in need, including refugees and internally 

displaced people.”  About IOM, Int’l Org. for Migration, http://www.iom.int/jahia/jahia/about-iom/lang/en.

278  Interview with international organization official, supra note 120.
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“Without an ID here, you can’t do anything.”279

Everton Tracey, 2nd Chance Services

Proper forms of identification are crucial in Jamaican society.  Many deported persons arrive in 
Kingston without adequate identification, or the means to obtain it, which poses numerous chal-
lenges.  Without identification, a deported person cannot open a bank account, get a permanent 
job, access social services (such as job training), and ultimately cannot reintegrate.  As Mrs. Y. 
Grant, the Administrator of a homeless shelter in Kingston, explained, “imagine, as a person, you 
know who you are, but no one in the country knows who you are.”280

For many deported persons who traveled to the United States at a young age, birth certificate reg-
istration requirements and processes result in identification difficulties upon arrival.281  Without 
a birth certificate, authorities are sometimes forced to “re-document” a deported person.282  One 
deported woman interviewed said that she was unable to locate her birth certificate, applied for 
re-documentation, but did not receive a birth certificate, even after paying J$3,000 (US$35).283  
“In Jamaica, they take your money and it takes a long time,” she said.284

Without a birth certificate, deported persons are unable to access employment, social, and 
education assistance programs.  One such program requiring birth certificates is the Programme 
of Advancement Through Health and Education (PATH), which is “a conditional cash transfer 
(CCT) programme funded by the Government of Jamaica and the World Bank . . . aimed at de-
livering benefits by way of cash grants to the most needy and vulnerable in the society.”285  PATH, 

279  Interview with everton tracey, program Manager, 2nd chance Servs., supra note 100.

280  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

281  Id.

282  Id.; Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

283  Interview with Alice, supra note 121.

284  Id.

285  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27; PATH, Ministry of 

Labour and Soc. Sec. (july 9, 2010), http://www.mlss.gov.jm/pub/index.php?artid=23.  the frequently Asked 

Questions page explains that the following documents are needed when a person goes to apply for pAth:

•	 Birth	Certificate	or	other	proof	of	age	for	the	family	head

•	 Picture	identification	for	the	family	head

•	 Birth	certificates	for	all	children	under	age	1	who	live	in	the	household

•	 Birth	certificates	or	other	proof	of	age	for	adults	60	and	over	who	live	in	the	household.

tHe impoRtance oF identiFication
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a combination of three former income support programs, is Jamaica’s major social safety net pro-
gram for children and adults.286  Similarly, birth certificates are required for HEART programs, 
described above, which assist deported persons in becoming certified to work in various fields.287  
Without a birth certificate, a deported person may be unable to get a “proper job,” and instead 
may be forced to accept informal employment for low, irregular wages.

Focus     Birth certificates: The canadian Approach

in canada, persons to be deported to Jamaica receive their birth certificates while still in deten-

tion.288  The canadian government requires that the Jamaican government send two copies of a 

deported person’s birth certificate prior to deportation: one copy to confirm the nationality of the 

deported person, and a second copy to give to the deported person.289

Most deported persons from the United States and the United Kingdom arrive in Jamaica with-
out a passport.290  As the Administrator of a homeless shelter in Kingston explained, “when [de-
ported persons] come to Jamaica, they have no identification aside from the paper291 they get to 
travel with.  They are nonpersons when they get to Jamaica.  We [have] nothing legally to prove 
you exist.”292  Without a passport, deported persons can face difficulties getting through immigra-
tion at the airport in Kingston, and can even be accused of not being Jamaican.

Ms. Díaz, who was deported in 2005, explained the difficulty that she had trying to get through 
Immigration at the Kingston airport with no passport or other documentation to prove her Jamai-
can nationality.  Due to her surname, the immigration officer questioned her nationality: “Well, 
Ms. Díaz, we don’t know if you’re from Jamaica, or maybe you’re from Cuba.”  Ms. Díaz needed 
to call her mother to bring her expired passport to the airport, but explained, “I had no phone—
nothing at all.”  Ultimately, she borrowed a phone from a female airport custodian to contact her 
mother, who brought her expired passport to get Ms. Díaz through immigration.

PATH Frequently Asked Questions, Ministry of Labour and Soc. Sec. (july 9, 2010), http://www.mlss.gov.

jm/pub/index.php?artid=59.

286  Dan Levy & jim ohls, Evaluation of Jamaica’s PATH Program: Methodology Report, Mathematica 

Policy Research, Inc. 6 (2003), http://www.mathematica-mpr.com/publications/pDfs/evaljamaica.pdf.

287  Chart Your Career: Important Docs, Heart-NTA.org, http://cardef.heart-nta.org/chartyourcareer.

aspx# (last visited feb. 13, 2011) (listing “Birth certificate” in a list of “documents that should accompany your 

application”).

288  Interview with captain reuben phillips, Dir., 2nd chance Servs., supra note 98.

289  Id.

290  Interview with jam. nat’l Intelligence Bureau official, supra note 75.

291  the travel document that deported persons are given during their deportation is not a document with 

any legal standing in jamaica, and cannot be used for identification purposes.  Interview with jam. passport, Immi-

gration and citizenship Agency official, supra note 13.

292  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.
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In order to work, deported persons also need to register for a Tax Registration Number (TRN), 
which is “a unique nine-digit identification number assigned to each individual taxpayer.”293  
While there is no fee to apply for a TRN, individuals must submit a passport, driver’s license, or 
a photo ID with a certified copy of the birth certificate.294  The process can take up to a month.295  
The TRN is required in order to access a number of social services, such as health services, busi-
ness services, and even the ability to receive funds from Western Union.296  The process is chal-
lenging for persons with mental disabilities, even those who are not deported persons, because of 
the costs and complicated processes involved.297

The time and cost of acquiring a birth certificate, passport, and TRN can take three months 
and cost up to J$5,000 (US$59);298 in some instances, it has taken Open Arms Drop-in Centre 
eighteen months to assist deported clients in getting these documents.299  Other identification 
documents can take additional time and money.  A driver’s license costs J$4,000-$8,000 (US$47-
$94).300  Documents such as the National Insurance Registration Card and the National Elector 
Card are easier to get, but require a birth certificate and/or a TRN.301

Brian, who was living at Community Group Home, stated, “I don’t have no identification.  I need 
a birth certificate.  But, if you have no income . . . .”  He continued, “here, they give us informa-
tion of whereabouts for the birth certificate, [TRN], job placement help.  But, like I said, you 
need money [to get a birth certificate], and you need identification to get a job.” 302  Brian had 
succinctly summarized the chicken-and-egg problem that so many deported persons face: he 
needed identification to get a job, but he could not acquire identification without money.

communication and preparation Recommendation: identification303

U.s. immigration and customs enforcement (ice) should return an individual’s passport, birth 

certificate, and/or personal identification immediately following the issuance of a removal order, or 

as soon as is practicable thereafter.  at no time should ice retain the personal identification docu-

ments of a person being deported.

293  Tax Registration Number, Tax Admin. Jam., http://www.jrs.gov.jm/home_template.php?page=taxpaye

rregistrationnumber (june 11, 2010).

294  Id.

295  Interview with everton tracey, program Manager, 2nd chance Servs., supra note 100.

296  Interview with Dr. wendel Abel, Univ. of the w. Indies at Mona, supra note 80.

297  Id.

298  Interview with everton tracey, program Manager, 2nd chance Servs., supra note 100.

299  Interview with Mrs. Y. Grant, Adm’r, open Arms Drop-in ctr., supra note 27.

300  Interview with everton tracey, program Manager, 2nd chance Servs., supra note 100.

301  Id.

302  Interview with Brian, supra note 69.

303  See communication and preparation recommendation 5: Identification, infra part 5.
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D. The righT To be free from sTaTe sancTioneD  
DiscriminaTion, Violence, anD abUse

“If a person is attacked by the police, whether mentally ill or not, there is 
basically no recourse.”
Dr. J. Carolyn Gomes, Executive Director of Jamaicans for Justice

Focus     The Right to Freedom from Exploitation, Violence, and Abuse

The right to be free from exploitation, violence, and abuse is guaranteed in article 16(1) of the 

convention on the rights of persons with Disabilities (crpD).304

This provision is linked to the overall prohibition of any form of cruel or inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment.  notably, it seeks to avoid the distinction sometimes made in inter-

national human rights law between public and private forms of violence and instead prohibits 

all forms of violence.  The crpD prohibition includes, but is not limited to: “physical or mental 

violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including 

sexual and economic exploitation and abuse, abandonment and harassment.”305

The Prohibition of cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

The prohibition of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is contained in article 7 of 

the international covenant on civil and political rights (iccpr).306  cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment means “the infliction of pain or suffering without purpose or intention and 

outside a situation where a person is under the de facto control of another.”307  Degrading treat-

ment or punishment can by caused by the humiliation of the victim without causing severe pain or 

suffering.308

304  “States parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social, educational and other mea-

sures to protect persons with disabilities, both within and outside the home, from all forms of exploitation, violence 

and abuse.”  crpD, supra note 155, at art. 16(1).

305  Marianne Schulze, Understanding the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 

Handicap Int’l 103 (2010), http://hrbaportal.org/wp-content/files/1286466464hicrpdmanual.pdf.

306  “no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”  

Iccpr, supra note 239, at art. 7.

307  Special rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Rep. of 

the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, ¶ 60, U.N. 

Doc. A/hrc/13/39 (feb. 9, 2010) (by Manfred nowak).

308  Id.
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state parties must “afford everyone protection through legislative and other measures as may be 

necessary against the acts prohibited by article 7, whether inflicted by people acting in their of-

ficial capacity, outside their official capacity or in a private capacity.”309

according to the human rights committee, the treaty body that oversees compliance with the 

iccpr, state parties must not expose individuals to the danger of torture or cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment upon return to another country by way of their expulsion.310

articles 2 and 16 of the convention against Torture (caT) and other cruel, inhuman or Degrading 

Treatment or punishment also provide protection to all who have undergone harmful treatment by 

state actors or with state acquiescence.

The Principle of Non-Refoulement

The principle of non-refoulement is contained in article 33 of the 1951 refugee convention311 and 

in article 3 of the caT.312

The principle of non-refoulement under the 1951 refugee convention prescribes that “no refu-

gee should be returned in any manner whatsoever to any country where he would be at risk of 

persecution.”313  

The caT extends the same protection against refoulement when there are substantial grounds to 

believe that the state would commit prohibited acts against the person upon return.

Anecdotal evidence and reports from non-governmental organizations suggest that mentally 
disabled deported persons are vulnerable to violations of the prohibition against state-sanctioned 
discrimination, violence, and abuse.314  The risk of violence and discrimination is posed both by 
law enforcement and private actors, at times with the acquiescence of the state.315 

309  United nations human rights comm., International covenant on civil and political rights General com-

ment no. 20, ¶ 2 (Mar. 10, 1992).

310  Id. at ¶ 9. 

311  “no contracting State shall expel or return (‘refouler’) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the 

frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular social group or political opinion.”  United nations convention relating to the Status of 

refugees, art. 33, opened for signature july 28, 1951, 189 U.n.t.S. 150.

312  “no State party shall expel, return (‘refouler’) or extradite a person to another State where there are sub-

stantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture.”  convention Against torture 

and other cruel, Inhuman or Degrading treatment or punishment, art. 3, opened for signature Dec. 10, 1984, 

1465 U.n.t.S. 85.

313  Guy S. Goodwin-Gill, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, United Nations Audiovisual 

Library of Int’l Law 4 (2008), available at http://untreaty.un.org/cod/avl/ha/prsr/prsr.html.

314  Interviewees raised the risk of state-sanctioned discrimination, violence, and abuse against mentally 

disabled deported persons as a barrier to reintegration.  the research team did not have an opportunity to conduct 

a comprehensive inquiry of the issue; however, it merits an in-depth exploration.

315  press release, office of the high comm’r for human rights, Un Special rapporteur presents prelimi-
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Service providers, family members, and deported persons described instances of violence or 
threatened violence toward homeless individuals and persons with mental disabilities.  Miss 
Rodriguez, the Interim Executive Director of the Jamaican Association for Intellectual Dis-
abilities, explained, “If a deportee were to come back that was intellectually disabled and there 
was no family to take care of them, I expect that they would be on the streets.  They would 
be raped.  They would be used as somebody’s pillow.  That would definitely happen.  I’ve seen 
it happen.  I’ve seen it happen to some of our graduates who end up on the streets.”316 The 
mother of a mentally disabled deported person said that her son was molested while living on 
the street.317  One deported homeless shelter resident reported being assaulted seven times.318  A 
mentally disabled Community Group Homes resident reported being called a “batty boy” in the 
street.  He explained that “batty boy” is a derogatory term for a gay man, and said, “they kill those 
types out here.  They just killed one recently.”319

Nancy M. Anderson, the Executive Director of the Independent Jamaican Council for Human 
Rights, sat on the government commission that examined habeas petitions stemming from a state 
of emergency in Jamaica in May 2010.  During that emergency, many deported persons were ar-
rested and detained.  She explained that the police had no reasonable suspicion to charge certain 
individuals, but justified their actions by noting that the person had been deported.320

Dr. J. Carolyn Gomes, the Executive Director of Jamaicans for Justice, a volunteer civil rights 
organization that works to promote access to justice within Jamaica, relayed the story of Rasheed, 
a mentally disabled Jamaican. Rasheed’s grandmother showed the police his picture and asked 
them to transport him to Bellevue Hospital for treatment. The police instead suggested that she 
put rat poison in his food.  The police ended up shooting and killing Rasheed as he ran away 
from them.321 This story is one of several examples of discrimination322 and extrajudicial killings 
by police against mentally disabled individuals.323 

nary findings on his mission to jamaica (feb. 19, 2010), available at http://www.ohchr.org/en/newsevents/pages/

Displaynews.aspx?newsID=9834&LangID=e.

316  Interview with Miss rodriguez, Interim exec. Dir., jam. Ass’n on Intellectual Disability, supra note 250.

317  See supra note 203 and accompanying text.

318  Interview with william, supra note 215.

319  Interview with john, supra note 1.

320  Interview with nancy M. Anderson, exec. Dir., Indep. jam. council for human rights, in Kingston, jam. 

(jan. 14, 2011).

321  Interview with Dr. j. carolyn Gomes, Dir., jamaicans for justice, supra note 28.

322  nancy M. Anderson also mentioned that mentally disabled persons may be subject to arbitrary arrest.  

In addition, while the law allows police officers to take mentally disabled persons to a hospital instead of a prison 

upon arrest, this rarely happens.  Interview with nancy M. Anderson, exec. Dir., Indep. jam. council for human 

rights, supra note 320.

323  police shot and killed Damion roache without cause and despite knowing that he was mentally 

disabled.  Jamaicans for Justice, The Jamaicans for Justice Report 2009-2010, at 11 (2010) [hereinafter 

Jamaicans for Justice Report].  Additionally, in 1999, several homeless persons in Montego Bay believed to be 

mentally ill were tied up, pepper sprayed, and thrown into a truck in the middle of the night before being dumped 
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Jamaica often fails to provide an effective legal recourse against discrimination or police vio-
lence.324 Not only are there no laws to prevent discrimination against persons on the basis of 
their disability or deportation status, but rampant corruption, the hiring of professional jurors, 
and a lack of judicial oversight prevent cases against the state from getting far.325 Without more 
effective legal protection, the rights of mentally disabled deported persons to be free from state 
sanctioned discrimination, abuse, and violence, remains unrealized. 

assessment Recommendation326

many states now recognize that the international covenant on civil and political rights (iccpr) 

extends the principle of non-refoulement to immigrants whom, while not qualifying for status 

under the refugee convention or the convention against Torture (caT), “would face a real risk 

of suffering serious harm” in the receiving country. The european Union, among others, offers 

“complementary protection” against expulsion to such immigrants. The Department of Justice 

(DoJ) should recognize our obligation to offer “complementary protection”, and should establish 

procedures to prevent the return of immigrants to countries where they would face a real risk of 

suffering serious harm, including harm resulting from inadequate mental health care.

at the edge of an industrial drainage pond.  the truck was owned by the St. james parish council, and the driver 

was a known government employee, yet no action was taken to bring the responsible actors to justice.  Id. at 20; 

Interview with nurse joy crooks, Adm’r, comm. for the Upliftment of the Mentally Ill, supra note 26.

324  Jamaicans for Justice Report, supra note 323, at 20; see also Interview with nancy M. Anderson, 

exec. Dir., Indep. jam. council for human rights, supra note 320; Interview with Dr. j. carolyn Gomes, Dir., jamai-

cans for justice, supra note 28.

325  Jamaicans for Justice Report, supra note 323, at 20.

326  See Assessment recommendation, infra part 5.
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3. TaKing acTion: alTernaTiVe moDels in  
Jamaica anD The caribbean

When interviewers asked service providers, government officials, and deported persons for 
recommendations on improving U.S. policy, many drew attention to the approach of the United 
Kingdom.  In addition, researchers learned through international organizations in Kingston that 
the United States has funded a number of reintegration assistance programs in the Caribbean 
that could serve as models for a program in Jamaica.  This section describes the British program 
in Jamaica and U.S. programs elsewhere in the Caribbean, and the U.S.-funded repatriation 
program for vulnerable populations in El Salvador.

a. The briTish reTUrn program

“The British government considers that we’ve got a responsibility to de-
portees.  We’ve got to remove them to their country of origin, no question, 
but we’ve got a responsibility to integrate them.  Otherwise, it will just 
be a revolving door.  They’ll just turn around and go back.  If we can fund 
projects, there is a better chance these guys will get reintegrated here [in 
Jamaica] and will stay.”327

British High Commission official

The Jamaica Reducing Re-Offending Action Plan (JRRAP) is a project of the British government 
that is carried out in partnership with the Jamaican Ministry of National Security.328  JRRAP 
was introduced in June 2009 as a part of the 2008 Rehabilitation and Reintegration Programme 
(RRP), which had been established by the British and Jamaican governments.329  The United 
Kingdom has established RRPs in twenty-five priority countries.330  The JRRAP program is 
designed to provide (1) an emergency safety net for deported individuals who have no family sup-
port in Jamaica, and (2) services necessary to enable deported persons to reintegrate into  
 

327  Interview with British high comm’n officials, supra note 82.

328  British Government contributing to the rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders and deported 

people in Jamaica, British High Comm’n Jam. (Dec. 15, 2010), http://ukinjamaica.fco.gov.uk/en/about-us/

working-with-jamaica/jrrap.

329  Id.

330  Interview with British high comm’n officials, supra note 82 (noting that other priority countries include 

the United States, Afghanistan, Iraq, pakistan, Somalia, Zimbabwe, Ghana, turkey, and france).
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Jamaican society.331  The program is implemented on the ground by the Jamaican Ministry of 
National Security, local NGOs, and the British High Commission in Kingston.332  

JRRAP assistance includes accommodation for those with no place to stay upon arrival, as-
sistance with connecting newly arrived deported persons to local service providers, provision of 
temporary accommodations in homeless shelters, assistance with accessing medical care (includ-
ing mental health care), and assistance with obtaining identification, skills training, and skills 
certification.  For those with substance abuse problems, JRRAP has provided funding to the 
National Council on Drug Abuse and to the Salvation Army’s substance abuse program to provide 
rehabilitation programs for deported persons. 

An important result of the JRRAP has been the facilitation of information exchange between 
the U.K. and Jamaican governments.  British officials now provide information to the Jamaican 
government concerning individuals to be deported prior to their departure, including individuals’ 
basic details, criminal records, and if needed, information concerning the individuals’ medical 
issues.333  If an individual will require emergency accommodation upon arrival, British officials 
contact Community Group Homes, whose staff then transports and houses the deported person 
for their first month in Jamaica.  
 
The British government plans to run the JRRAP program through 2014 with hopes that the 
Jamaican government will continue running the program themselves. 334  Comparing the British 
program to U.S. inaction, criminologist Dr. Bernard Headley, who has studied deportation and 
reintegration issues in Jamaica since 2004, believes that “Great Britain is coming through—mak-
ing a good faith effort to support the reintegration of deportees, but we see nothing like this with 
the U.S.”  According to Dr. Headley, the United States should follow the United Kingdom’s lead 
and consider providing funding for organizations on the ground.  

331  Id.  the jrrAp program also works with local offenders incarcerated in jamaican prisons and persons 

serving non-custodial sentences to provide a range of services to prevent re-offending; the program also funds 

infrastructure improvements in the prisons.  Id.

332  Id.

333  Interview with British high comm’n officials, supra note 82.

334  Id.
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b. The inTernaTional organizaTion for migraTion anD 
U.K.-faciliTaTeD reTUrn scheme in Jamaica

In addition to the JRRAP program, the U.K. government runs the Facilitated Return Scheme 
(FRS), a program that provides reintegration assistance for returning prisoners. 335  The FRS 
has saved the government an estimated US$22.6 million a year in prison and detention center 
costs, as well as in casework support and legal aid costs.336  If the criminally convicted agree to 
leave the United Kingdom either prior to or at the end of their sentences and give up their right 
to appeal their deportation order, the U.K. government provides them with a money grant up 
to US$2,400 (until Nov. 2010 the funding was up to US$8,000).337  The money is not provided 
directly to deported persons, but is managed by the International Organization for Migration 
(IOM), which administers the re-integration assistance program in Jamaica.  When former pris-
oners return to Jamaica, they must contact IOM within one month of arrival and work with IOM 
to decide how to most appropriately use their grant.  Individuals can use the grant to pay for ac-
commodations, health services, skills training, and/or as a small business grant.338

While IOM does provide valuable reintegration assistance to recently returned individuals, the 
organization’s capacity is somewhat limited.  For example, IOM does not have the staff capac-
ity to help individuals find housing or to provide medical referrals for individuals with mental 
disabilities.339  Any referrals to medical professionals are made on a personal basis on the part 
of IOM and not as part of the program.340  In addition, the FRS program only offers six months’ 
worth of assistance.341  Given that individuals with mental disabilities often require long-term 
reintegration assistance, programs like FRS are often not sufficient to satisfy their needs. 

An additional program that the United Kingdom offers to returning migrants342 is the Assisted 

335  Assisted Voluntary Return of Irregular Migrants, UK Border Agency, http://www.ukba.homeoffice.

gov.uk/aboutus/workingwithus/workingwithasylum/assistedvoluntaryreturn/avrim/ (last visited Mar. 27, 2011).

336  frances webber, The Politics of Voluntary Returns, Inst. of Race Relations (nov. 11, 2010, 5:00 

pM), http://www.irr.org.uk/2010/november/ms000026.html.

337  Facilitated Return Scheme Core Brief, UK Border Agency, 6 (Sept. 8, 2010), www.imb.gov.uk/

docs/Dc_34-10_Attachment.pdf.  even when prisoners elect to return, they technically are still deported or admin-

istratively removed from the United Kingdom.  Id.

338 Damian Green defends return scheme for foreign prisoners, UK Home Office (nov. 10, 2010), 

http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/media-centre/news/return-scheme.

339  Interview with international organization official, supra note 120.

340  Id.

341  Id.

342  Unlike “refugee” or “asylee,” the term “migrant” has not been defined under international law.  The 

International Organization for Migration (IOM), Am. Soc. of Int’l Law, (Dec. 1, 2008), http://www.asil.org/rio/

iom.html.  In this report, a migrant is understood as “a person who has left a State of which he or she is a citizen, 

national, or habitual resident.”  International Migrants Bill of Rights, Draft In Progress, 24 Geo. Immigr. L.J. 399, 

400 (2010).
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Voluntary Return of Irregular Migrants program (AVRIM).343  The program, which is offered in 
concert with IOM, is open to persons in the United Kingdom without authorization who are not 
in detention or prison.  After individuals agree to voluntary departure, IOM purchases their plane 
tickets for the return to Jamaica, helps obtain travel documents, greets each returning migrant at 
the airport in Jamaica, and assists them with transportation to their hometown.344  While effec-
tive, the AVRIM program is much more limited in scope than the FRS program, as all benefits 
and services are terminated upon return to Jamaica.

Financial assistance Recommendation345

The United states, through congressional appropriation of funds and through U.s. immigration 

and customs enforcement (ice), should offer funding to social service providers, prisons, and 

other entities that provide medical, housing, and employment assistance to deported persons 

with mental disabilities.  ice should also provide financial assistance to deported persons with 

mental disabilities to cover basic “start up” costs related to their arrival in the country of return, 

including food, medicine, housing, and identification and certification documents.  funds could be 

disbursed and overseen via the appropriate U.s. embassy or consulate, in collaboration with local 

ngos or international organizations.

c. U.s.-fUnDeD reinTegraTion assisTance programs in 
The caribbean346  

While the United States does not fund IOM programs in Jamaica, it has funded IOM programs 
to assist returned deported persons in their return to other Caribbean countries, including Haiti 
and Guyana.347  The impetus to fund reintegration programs in the Caribbean began in 2007 
when Caribbean Community (CARICOM) member states requested assistance from the United 

343  Voluntary Return, UK Border Agency, http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/asylum/outcomes/unsuc-

cessfulapplications/voluntaryreturn/ (last visited Mar. 27, 2011).

344  Assisted Voluntary Return for Irregular Migrants – AVRIM, Int’l Org. for Migration, http://www.

iomlondon.org/avrim.htm (last visited Mar. 27, 2011).

345  See financial Assistance recommendation, infra part 5.

346  Maureen Achieng, Assistance to Migrants Returning from the US, GlobalSecurity.org (jul. 24, 

2007), http://www.globalsecurity.org/security/library/congress/2007_h/070724-achieng.htm.  In addition, the 

United States has funded IoM returnee programs in el Salvador, Guatemala, and honduras.  Id.

347  press release, Int’l org. for Migration, IoM to Assist returned Migrants from the United States to 

Guyana and the Bahamas (june 12, 2009), available at http://www.iom.int/jahia/jahia/media/press-briefing-notes/

pbnAM/cache/offonce?entryId=25377.
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States in mitigating the impact of returns by migrants convicted of crimes.348  In response, the 
U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Western Hemisphere Affairs requested that IOM develop 
pilot reintegration programs in cooperation with Caribbean governments.349

The first U.S.-funded IOM program began in Haiti in April 2006 and lasted until August 2008, 
after which the United States anticipated that Haiti would assume control of the program.350  
USAID provided a US$1 million grant to IOM and the Haitian government to provide services 
to deported persons.351  Observers believe the program was widely successful.352  The program 
focused on providing entrepreneurship training, reducing the stigma of deported persons in 
Haitian society, and providing psychosocial support.353  In addition, the U.S. program funded the 
construction of a halfway house program for newly deported immigrants and provided micro-
credit loans to help deported persons start their own businesses.354  Despite the program’s suc-
cess, IOM noted a number of issues that impeded efforts to assist deported persons reintegrate, 
including limited access to social services for deported persons who were not provided with 
identification prior to their arrival, a lack of temporary housing in Haiti, a lack of pre-departure 
support that would allow individuals to contact their families in Haiti prior to arrival, and the pro-
gram’s inability to refer deported persons to a range of much-needed medical services, including 
psychiatric care and drug rehabilitation.355

In August 2009, IOM began a U.S.-funded pilot reintegration project in Guyana, based on the 
reintegration project in Haiti.356  The program includes assistance with obtaining national iden-
tification, substance abuse rehabilitation, psycho-social counseling, vocational training, business 
management training, business grants, and job placement for the newly returned.357  In addition, 
funding was provided for the construction of a permanent intake center that would serve as a 
temporary residential facility for deported persons.  Upon arrival, IOM provides immediate assis-

348  Id.

349  Id.

350  Id.

351  Id.

352  Amy Bracken, For Haitians deported from the US, an unlikely welcome-home committee, Christian 

Sci. Monitor, june 26, 2009, available at http://www.csmonitor.com/world/Americas/2009/0626/p06s01-

woam.html.  USAID sourced the grant as part of its poverty reduction Strategy; it was given to the Un Develop-

ment program, which then funded the IoM program.  Achieng, supra note 346.

353  Achieng, supra note 346.

354  Amy Bracken, Influx of deportees stirs anger in Haiti, Bos. Globe, Mar. 11, 2007, available at http://

www.boston.com/news/world/latinamerica/articles/2007/03/11/influx_of_deportees_stirs_anger_in_haiti/; see also 

Haiti Regional Deportee Conference, HaitiXchange (oct. 30, 2008), http://www.haitixchange.com/index.php/

hx/Articles/haiti-regional-deportee-conference/.

355  Achieng, supra note 346.

356  Guyana signs agreement for deportees reintegration, W. Indian News, june 4, 2009, available at 

http://www.thewestindiannews.com/guyana-signs-agreement-for-deportees-reintegration/.

357  Interview with international organization official, supra note 120.
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tance by meeting individuals directly at the airport, providing them with a hygiene package, help-
ing them contact relatives, and providing temporary accommodations if necessary.358  Observers 
have stated that the program in Guyana has also been successful and as a result project funding 
has been renewed.359  Based on the success of these pilot programs, the United States should 
fulfill its promise given at the 2007 U.S.-CARICOM meeting to work with Caribbean nations to 
expand pilot reintegration programs to other CARICOM member states.360 

D. U.s.-fUnDeD repaTriaTion programs for VUlnerable 
popUlaTions

The U.S. Department of State has recently undertaken a pilot repatriation and reintegration 
program for unaccompanied alien children ordered removed or granted voluntary departure to El 
Salvador.361  In March 2010, IOM, together with the Salvadoran Institute for the Development 
of Children and Adolescents, began providing transportation and financial assistance to children 
returning to their communities of origin.  In addition, they began assisting children with family 
tracing and family reunification, and education and training to help children reintegrate back 
into their communities.  The United States should consider implementing a similar reintegra-
tion program for individuals with mental disabilities, who like unaccompanied alien children, are 
uniquely vulnerable upon return to their countries of origin.

358  wendella Davidson, Reintegration of Deportees, Guyana Chron. Online, june 17, 2010, available 

at http://www.guyanachronicleonline.com/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14813:reintegrat

ion-of-deportees.

359  Interview with international organization official, supra note 120.

360  press release, embassy of the United States, trinidad & tobago, Joint Statement: Conference on the 

Caribbean (june 20, 2007), available at http://trinidad.usembassy.gov/conference_on_the_caribbean.html.

361  U.S. Dep’t of State, Report to Congress on the Provision of P.L. 110-457 Regarding 

Repatriation of Unaccompanied Alien Children and Government Efforts to Protect Them from 

Human Trafficking (2010) (on file with authors).
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4. conclUsion

Individuals with mental disabilities who are deported from the United States will continue to 
face nearly insurmountable barriers to reintegration absent significant changes to U.S. depor-
tation and reintegration policies and procedures.  The United States must affirmatively act to 
ensure the protection and fulfillment of the human rights of all persons it deports, particularly 
vulnerable populations such as persons with mental disabilities.  

The United States does not have a memorandum of understanding with Jamaica to advance the 
best practices, policies and procedures for the deportation of persons with mental disabilities.  
In detention, persons awaiting deportation are often unable to communicate with their families, 
either in the receiving country or in the United States.  In addition, the United States fails to 
inform individuals in detention of services available in Jamaica.  As a result, it is difficult for indi-
viduals to plan for their life after return; they are unable to arrange for housing, to transfer money 
to an account accessible in the receiving country, or to connect with service providers prior to 
their arrival.  

Enjoyment of the right to health is hindered by the fact that deported persons rarely return 
with an adequate amount of medication or the medical records necessary to facilitate a safe and 
healthy transition. This directly affects the continuity of their mental health care, as psychiatrists 
in Jamaica often must spend several sessions with a patient before they are able to make a diag-
nosis and prescribe corresponding treatment without a prior medical history.  When an individual 
does not arrive with an adequate amount of medication (the Performance Based National Deten-
tion Standards recommend that at least seven days’ worth should be provided), they face the risk 
of relapse, which could have significant health effects. Furthermore, access to medication and 
medical treatment in Jamaica is limited.  

Enjoyment of the right to adequate housing is impeded by the lack of assistance in finding 
temporary or long-term housing in the receiving country.  For many deported persons, housing in 
Jamaica is unaffordable, and not all deported persons have family members in Jamaica on whom 
they can rely for support.  As a result, many deported persons find themselves living on the street.

Enjoyment of the right to work is hampered by discrimination and the difficulty that deported 
persons with mental disabilities face in having their skills certified according to Jamaican stan-
dards.  Many deported persons from the United States cannot afford the certification process.  
Furthermore, the few training programs available to deported persons are primarily available to 
those deported from the United Kingdom.  Thus, persons deported from the United States slip 
through the cracks, either remaining unemployed or forced to take work for lower wages.
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Many persons return without identification that is recognized in Jamaica, an issue that affects 
the rights to health, housing, and work, ultimately hindering the fulfillment of basic human 
needs.  For example, identification is required to obtain a tax registration number, which allows 
Jamaicans to fill prescriptions for mental health medications for free or at a reduced cost.  Birth 
certificates are also required before a person can have his skills certified to obtain work.

Enjoyment of the right to be free from state sanctioned discrimination, violence and abuse is ob-
structed by stigma, police brutality, and a state failure to protect individuals with mental disabili-
ties. Further, the lack of any effective legal recourse ensures impunity for abusers.  Significant 
stigma against both deported persons and persons with mental disabilities also affects each of the 
rights outlined in this report.  

The United States can and should change its deportation policies and procedures in order to re-
spect, protect, and fulfill the human rights of persons with mental disabilities to health, housing, 
work, and freedom from state sanctioned discrimination, violence and abuse.  Implementation of 
the recommendations outlined below will help to ensure the full realization of the human rights 
of persons with mental disabilities who are deported from the United States.
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5. recommenDaTions

memoranDUm of UnDersTanDing beTween The UniTeD sTaTes 
anD receiVing coUnTries

memorandum of understanding Recommendation
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security, as represented by U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) and in consultation with other appropriate government agencies, should 
establish a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with its corresponding branch in the receiv-
ing country’s government to advance the best practices, policies and procedures for the deporta-
tion of persons with mental disabilities.  The MOU on the deportation of persons with mental 
disabilities will provide a degree of transparency regarding the roles, responsibilities and obliga-
tions of each country to establish and maintain sound deportation and reintegration practices.  In 
addition, the establishment of the MOU presents both countries with an ongoing opportunity 
to negotiate a system of deportation and reintegration that will simultaneously address national 
security and human rights concerns.  

The MOU on the deportation of persons with mental disabilities will take into account the fol-
lowing: 

A. U.S. practices of admitting and transferring persons into detention facilities, including 
the receipt of personal property and medical records, in an effort to ensure that persons 
ordered deported will leave with adequate medication, medical records, personal funds, 
and personal property; 

B. provision of personal identification documents within a reasonably expedient time frame, 
including but not limited to the provision of the person’s  passport and/or birth certificate 
prior to release; 

C. provision of medical records, medical care, and medication to persons with mental dis-
abilities during detention, transfer to the staging center, and travel to the receiving country. 
Medication supplied should be sufficient to ensure continuity of care in the receiving 
country; 

D. travel logistics of deportation, including but not limited to ensuring that flights land early 
enough in the day to process and release deported persons during safe traveling hours; 

E. process by which any personal or pension funds in U.S. bank accounts, legal settlement 
awards, and/or wages arising out of work at the detention center can be secured prior to 
deportation, or transferred into the legal control of a U.S.-based relative with the consent 
of the deported person;

F. process by which persons with mental disabilities will be ensured an ethically sound op-
portunity to provide informed consent for the transfer of medical records to the receiving 
country; and

G. transfer of medical records between ICE and an elected government office, agency, or ap-
propriate health care professional, provided that persons ordered deported gave informed 
consent for such a party to receive the medical records.
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commUnicaTion anD preparaTion

communication and preparation Recommendation 1: u.s. Family 
notification of departure
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) should: 1) provide persons ordered deported 
the opportunity to notify their U.S.-based family of the impending deportation, or 2) if the person 
ordered deported provides informed consent for ICE to issue notification, ICE should make a 
good faith effort to notify his or her U.S.-based family of the impending deportation. If the date 
of deportation changes, ICE should provide persons ordered deported another opportunity to 
inform their families of the new date of departure.

Notification of family in the United States will promote the continuity of personal and legal sup-
port for the person ordered deported.  Notification will enable the family to foster the deported 
person’s reintegration into the receiving country by transferring personal finances and arranging 
for temporary or long-term housing.

communication and preparation Recommendation 2: Family/service 
provider notification of arrival 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) should: 1) provide persons ordered deported 
the opportunity to notify their receiving country-based family and/or relevant receiving country-
based service providers of the impending deportation, or 2) if the person ordered deported 
provides informed consent for ICE to issue notification, ICE should make a good faith effort to 
notify his or her receiving country-based family and/or relevant receiving country-based service 
providers of the deported person’s impending deportation.

Notification of family in the receiving country will promote the deported person’s ability to 
successfully reintegrate into the receiving country by fostering an early connection with family, 
increasing the chances of family and/or a service provider receiving the deported person upon 
arrival, alerting the family and/or service provider of the need to procure medical services, and 
providing an opportunity to preemptively arrange for temporary or long-term housing.  Persons 
ordered deported will be provided the opportunity to notify, and/or ICE will make a good faith ef-
fort to notify if informed consent is given by the person ordered deported, without causing undue 
delay in the deportation process.  Notification will be provided to family and/or service providers 
no later than three weeks prior to the person’s anticipated arrival.

communication and preparation Recommendation 3: u.s. immigra-
tion and customs enforcement Reintegration assistance team
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) should select and task a team of ICE officers 
within each detention facility with the preparation of persons ordered deported for reintegration 
into the receiving country.  Through an ICE Reintegration Assistance Team, persons ordered 
deported will be apprised of the appropriate steps, forms and processes to complete in order to 
obtain any and all personal funds in banks or owed through the government, to reclaim any and 
all property retained by ICE during their detention, and will be provided clear and comprehen-
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sive country-specific information to facilitate their identification and navigation of reintegration-
related social services provided within the receiving country.

The advising process should include, but not be limited to, provision of the following informa-
tion: 

A. how to access medical, housing, food, employment, and substance abuse treatment ser-
vices provided by the receiving country’s government and/or social service providers;

B. how to secure the identification necessary to be eligible for government and other services; 
C. how to withdraw any money in U.S. bank accounts, and/or transfer bank accounts into the 

name of a relative;
D. how to ensure the receipt of wages arising out of work at the detention center before de-

portation to the receiving country; 
E. how to ensure that any pension funds will be properly directed to the deported person in 

the receiving country; 
F. how to retrieve any financial legal settlements prior to deportation to the receiving country; 

and
G. how prevailing social norms within the receiving country may impact reintegration, includ-

ing information on prevalent social stigmas and available reintegration services.

communication and preparation Recommendation 4: embassy of the 
united states Reintegration assistance team
The U.S. Department of State should establish a team or department within each of its Embas-
sies to assist persons deported from the United States with the completion of reintegration tasks 
that require specialized knowledge of U.S. institutions or processes.   Reintegration tasks ad-
dressed would include, but not be limited to, facilitating the following for deported persons once 
they arrive in the receiving country: 

A. the reclamation of personal identification and/or personal property retained by ICE during 
detention in the United States; 

B. the reclamation of any and all personal funds from U.S. financial institutions; and
C. the release of any medical records from private or government medical facilities in the 

United States to the deported person or to a third-party of his or her choice.

communication and preparation Recommendation 5: identification
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) should return the passport, birth certificate, 
and/or personal identification of persons ordered deported immediately following the issuance of 
a removal order, or as soon as is practicable thereafter.  At no time should ICE retain the personal 
identification documents of a person being deported.

Where ICE has satisfied a good faith effort to acquire available identification for the person 
ordered deported, but is not successful, it should:

A. consult the person ordered deported and request informed consent to notify the govern-
ment, the U.S. Embassy Reintegration Assistance Team, a family member, or an appro-
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priate service provider in the receiving country that he or she will be returning without 
personal identification; and 

B. if informed consent is given, ICE will request that the party selected for notification assist 
the deported person in obtaining the identification necessary to apply for benefit and skills 
programs and/or enter the labor market in an effort to successfully reintegrate into society.

meDical recorDs

medical Records Recommendation 1: medical Records, generally
Upon receiving the deported person’s informed consent, all of his medical records should be 
made available for review and analysis by medical professionals in the receiving country.  If con-
sent is provided, potential options include:

A. providing the medical records directly to the person awaiting deportation;
B. providing the medical records to the deported person’s guardian/chaperone;
C. sending the medical records to a family member or healthcare provider in the receiving 

country prior to deportation; or 
D. establishing an information-sharing system similar to the manner in which medical records 

are transferred from physician to physician in the United States (see Medical Records 
Recommendation 2).

The transfer option chosen should be made on a case-by-case basis in consideration of the 
deported person’s preference as well as a determination made by U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement regarding which option would most likely ensure the safe transfer of the medical 
records to the receiving country. 

medical Records Recommendation 2: consent
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), should establish a process for obtaining 
the informed consent of persons ordered deported to release their medical records to a specified 
party in the receiving country, where the person ordered deported has expressed an interest in 
the transfer of medical records to a third party.

ICE should inform persons awaiting deportation that medical records may be released to a spe-
cialized office or agent within the receiving country’s government, their family, or an appropriate 
service provider if desired.  In the event that the person awaiting deportation does not consent 
to the transfer of medical records to a third party, ICE should facilitate the release of medical 
records directly to the person ordered deported.  

medical Records Recommendation 3: Receipt of medical Records in 
Receiving country
Where the person awaiting deportation has given informed consent to a medical record transfer, 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) should coordinate the receipt of a deported 
person’s medical records by a government office, agent, guardian, chaperone, family member, or 
appropriate medical professional within the receiving country.
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In the event that the receiving country’s government has not established an office or agent with 
the professional capacity to receive medical records, ICE and the Department of State should 
promote and assist in the establishment of such an office or agent.  Where necessary, ICE should 
assist the person awaiting deportation in locating an appropriate public health care professional 
within the receiving country to receive the medical records.  Medical records transferred to a 
government office or agent, or to a health care professional, will only be forwarded upon the re-
ceiving party’s acknowledgment that the records are confidential and to be utilized for the explicit 
and limited purpose of addressing the deported person’s medical health care needs upon return.

meDicaTion

medication Recommendation 1: provision of medication upon de-
portation
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Health Service Corps should provide per-
sons awaiting deportation with at least seven days of medication in appropriate dosages, pursu-
ant to ICE/Enforcement and Removal Operations Medical Standards.  Before administering 
the medication, the Health Service Corps should determine the period of time it takes to access 
a doctor and/or medication in the receiving country and location where the person will likely 
reside.  If the period is longer than seven days, the Health Service Corps has a responsibility to 
provide medication for the duration of the known or approximate period, thereby ensuring conti-
nuity of care.

The Health Service Corps should consider several factors when evaluating a mentally disabled 
person’s likely access to medication in the receiving country, including: 

A. the physical and mental risks posed by a potential relapse if medication is not available;
B. barriers to accessing mental health care in the receiving country;
C. the quality of mental health care in the receiving country; and
D. the severity of mental disability and the necessity of medication to treat it.

medication Recommendation 2: oversight over continuity of care 
Enforcement and Removal Operations (formerly known as the Office of Detention and Removal 
Operations (DRO)) should institute procedures to monitor the compliance of the U.S. Immi-
gration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Health Service Corps with the ICE/DRO Detention 
Standards on Medical Care, Section S: Continuity of Care, which states: 

 The facility administrative health authority must ensure that a plan is developed that 
provides for continuity of medical care in the event of a change in detention placement or 
status.
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 The detainee’s medical needs shall be taken into account prior to any transfer of the 
detainee to another facility and alternatives to transfer shall be considered, taking into 
account the disruption that a transfer will cause to a detainee receiving medical care (see 
ICE/DRO National Detention Standard on Transfer of Detainees, Section II-A).  Upon 
transfer to another facility or release, the medical provider shall ensure that all relevant 
medical records and at least 7 days’ (or, in the case of TB medications, 15 days’) supply of 
medication shall accompany the detainee.

medication Recommendation 3: Funding for medication
Congress should appropriate funding for social service providers in the receiving country as well 
as prisons housing deported persons with mental disabilities to ensure that medication is consis-
tently available to deported persons for a limited period of time immediately upon arrival.  This 
would assist in preventing deported persons from possibly experiencing harmful relapses as a re-
sult of not having access to necessary medicine.  Without such funding, the United States would 
be directly responsible for placing individuals in an environment that does not have adequate 
access to medication.

hoUsing

Housing Recommendation 1: securing Housing
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) should work to identify and assist with se-
curing appropriate housing for mentally disabled persons awaiting deportation before they arrive 
in the receiving country.  ICE should work with service providers and organizations that provide 
housing so as to ensure that any housing is adequately responsive to the needs of individuals with 
mental disabilities. 

Before an individual is deported, ICE should confirm that both short- and long-term housing for 
mentally disabled deported persons exists, is functional, and is properly funded.  

A. Short-Term Housing: Given that many of the shelters that initially house deported persons 
can only provide temporary services, the United States should assist governments strug-
gling to provide adequate housing financially so that deported persons have someplace to 
stay in the short-term after departing these temporary shelters, thus preventing any lapses 
in housing and the real likelihood of homelessness.  Such assistance would encourage 
successful reintegration and address the right to housing.   In addition, short-term hous-
ing provides continued stability and serves as a stepping-stone toward independent living 
within the community.

B. Long-Term/Independent Housing: The United States should further assist deported 
persons who are prepared to transition from shelters, hostels, or group homes to more 
permanent housing by funding long-term, independent living options in countries that do 
not have the financial capability to do so.   
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Housing Recommendation 2: Funding for independent Housing
Congress should appropriate funding for the purpose of promoting reintegration by providing 
limited financial assistance to deported persons seeking permanent housing.  Such funds would 
be used to cover basic expenses, such as food, pay any initial rent/utilities/other housing-related 
costs, as well as cover the cost of medication and obtaining identification documents.

employmenT

employment Recommendation 1: Formal Recognition of training and 
education
The U.S. government, through U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), should fa-
cilitate recognition by the receiving country of vocational, educational, or professional training or 
certification acquired in the United States to enable the deported person to become “certified” in 
that work area upon arrival in the receiving country.  This should be accomplished through bilat-
eral negotiations and by informing persons in immigration or other detention about the require-
ments for certification in the country to which they will be returned.  

In the case of training acquired in detention, ICE should ensure that records of such training are 
transferred to the individual prior to deportation.  This will require communication and coopera-
tion between ICE and federal or state prison authorities.   

When certification requires the payment of fees in the country of return, ICE should allow de-
tained persons to access their personal funds in order to prepare for this process.  If the detained 
person does not have sufficient personal funds, ICE should provide basic financial assistance to 
cover the costs of the certification process.  Toward the goal of ensuring that deported persons do 
not face financial barriers to certification, the United States, through the U.S. Agency for Inter-
national Development, could additionally or alternatively fund local NGOs that assist deported 
persons, especially those with mental disabilities, in obtaining skills certification.

employment Recommendation 2: Vocational and technical training 
The United States, through the U.S. Agency for International Development and diplomatic mis-
sions, should assist deported persons with mental disabilities in obtaining local vocational and 
technical training if they do not yet have training for which they could obtain employment.  Con-
gress should appropriate funds to establish a program that trains and certifies deported persons to 
perform particular skills in the local workforce.  This program could be run by a local NGO with 
oversight and funding from the appropriate U.S. Embassy or consulate. 

Any U.S.-funded training and certification should take into account the range of needs of per-
sons with mental disabilities, i.e. by ensuring that persons in need of remedial or special educa-
tion classes have access to such programs.  Additionally, consideration should be given to the 
location of any training facilities, such as whether they are accessible to persons with limited 
means of transportation. 
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employment Recommendation 3: obtaining employment
The United States, through the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and diplo-
matic missions, should assist deported persons with mental disabilities in finding employment in 
the country to which they are returned.  This could be accomplished by U.S. government repre-
sentatives, building strong ties with local businesses, and by providing funding or other resource 
support, such as training, for employment agencies or NGOs that can connect deported persons 
with potential employers.  

U.S. diplomatic missions and USAID should support local agencies or NGOs that make use of 
career development officers to help deported persons determine whether an individual is eli-
gible for certification, and whether additional training or remedial programs will be necessary in 
order to obtain certification. Such career development officers should also be employed to assist 
deported persons build a résumé, obtain references, and adapt to what may be an unfamiliar 
cultural landscape.

Training anD programmaTic sUpporT

training and programmatic support Recommendation
Congress should appropriate funds for the purpose of contracting local NGOs in receiving 
countries to conduct human rights-based training and educational programs for foreign govern-
ment actors, such as immigration officers, police officers, and judges, who interact with mentally 
disabled deported persons. Training should also be provided for local businesses and other actors 
who may offer assistance to, or interact with, mentally disabled individuals.  Such training and 
educational programs could be implemented through currently existing USAID programs.  Pro-
grams should be run by local NGOs in receiving countries with expertise in human rights, and 
should include: 

A. training on recognizing mental disability, with the goal of ensuring that deported persons 
are referred to the most suitable service provider for their specific needs; and

B. workshops on the rights of persons with mental disabilities, including the right to be free 
from discrimination and the right to be free from arbitrary detention, with grounding in 
domestic and international human rights law.

financial assisTance

Financial assistance Recommendation
The United States, through Congressional appropriation of funds and through Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE), should provide financial assistance:

A. to social service providers, prisons, and other entities that provide medical assistance to 
deported persons with mental disabilities, to ensure that quality medication will be avail-
able to the deported person immediately upon arrival in the country of return;   
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B. to social service providers that offer housing and employment assistance to deported per-
sons with mental disabilities, to reduce the incidence of homelessness and poverty among 
this population; and/or

C. to deported persons with mental disabilities to cover basic “start up” costs, including food, 
rent and utilities, medicine, identification documents, and certifications for employment.

To fund this assistance, ICE should draw upon the Department of Homeland Security’s breached 
bond detention account.  As of the end of February 2011, the account had collected US$22.990 
million for fiscal year 2011.  Funds could be disbursed and overseen via the appropriate U.S. 
Embassy or consulate, in collaboration with local NGOs or international organizations.  Alter-
natively, the U.S. Agency for International Development or the State Department could provide 
a grant and request the International Organization for Migration or another experienced and 
effective international or local organization to disperse the grant funds and oversee the grant 
recipients. 

To ensure the proper use of funds, the U.S. State Department, via the appropriate diplomatic 
mission, could impose reporting requirements on local NGOs or international organizations and 
conduct periodic auditing.  Deported persons who are the beneficiaries of such funds could be 
required to meet with a counselor or other official to demonstrate that the funds were used for 
the intended purpose.

JUDicial DiscreTion

assessment Recommendation: the department of Justice should 
promulgate a policy memo and/or Regulations to assess serious 
Harm
It is widely held that The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)—a hu-
man rights convention ratified by the United States in 1992—requires an assessment of whether 
an immigrant faces “a real risk of serious harm” in the receiving country.  Although not formally 
defined, serious harm includes serious human rights violations that directly or indirectly place a 
person in danger, including violations of the right to adequate mental health care.

If serious harm is identified, immigrants otherwise eligible for deportation should not be returned 
to the receiving country, and must be permitted to remain until circumstances no longer consti-
tute a real risk of serious harm.  Globally, this is often referred to as “complementary protection,” 
and it is recognized in at least twenty-eight countries, including European Union member states 
and Canada.  

The Department of Justice should bring the United States into compliance with this obligation 
under the ICCPR, and should draft policy and/or regulations establishing that, prior to issuing 
an order of removal, the Executive Office of Immigration Review must consider whether com-
plementary protection is warranted pursuant to an individualized assessment of serious harm. 
Serious harm shall include serious human rights violations, including violations of the right to 
adequate mental health care.
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appenDices

appenDix a: meThoDology

Students from Georgetown Human Rights Action proposed and, in conjunction with the George-
town Law Human Rights Institute, developed this fact-finding mission.  A team of nine George-
town Law students and two faculty members conducted fact-finding and developed this report 
through months of research.  The project sought to identify the major obstacles to reintegration 
for deported persons with mental disabilities in Jamaica, including possible human rights viola-
tions, and encourage the United States to take responsibility for and affirmatively address our 
role in the marginalization of this vulnerable population. 

The Georgetown Law Human Rights Institute Fact-Finding Mission team enrolled in a year-long 
seminar developed by the Georgetown Law Human Rights Institute and Georgetown Human 
Rights Action. The team spent the fall of 2010 studying U.S. immigration law and policy, U.S. 
policies regarding deportation, human rights law, and relevant information about Jamaica.  The 
research team also consulted civil society members and academics in the United States concern-
ing the development and substance of this report. 

The fact-finding for this report occurred primarily during January 10-14, 2011, in Kingston and 
Montego Bay, Jamaica.  While there, the research team conducted interviews with Jamaicans de-
ported from the United States and other countries, their family members, mental health profes-
sionals, social service providers, academics, Jamaican and British government officials, represen-
tatives of international organizations, and human rights advocates.

In total, the team interviewed fifty-six people.  Of these, nineteen were individuals with mental 
disabilities who had been deported from the United States;362 the team also spoke with two fam-
ily members of deported individuals with mental disabilities.  The team spoke with seven persons 
who had been deported from the United States and did not have mental disabilities, one person 
who had been deported from Canada, and one person who had been deported from the United 
Kingdom.  The team also spoke with five officials of the Jamaican government, two officials of 
the government of the United Kingdom, one employee of an international organization, and five 
academics residing in Jamaica.  In addition, the team spoke with eighteen directors or employees 
of eleven different Jamaican non-governmental organizations.  Interviews were generally held in 
the office of the interviewee, at the hotel of the research team, or at the site of the non-govern-
mental organization. 

Upon returning to Washington, D.C., the team consolidated its findings and recommendations 
into this report.

362  the research team spoke with five individuals who are directors or employees of civil society organiza-

tions in jamaica, and had also been deported from the United States in the past.  these individuals have been 

counted only in their professional capacities.
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appenDix b: Jrrap serVice proViDers

The following chart lists organizations currently promoted and supported by the Jamaica Reducing Re-Offending 
Action Plan (JRRAP).  The capacity of these programs is not sufficient to meet the demand of deported persons.  
In addition, JRRAP funding is scheduled to end within the next three years, which will widen the gap between 
services available and the needs of deported persons

organization services Provided Description

2nd chance services emergency accommodation and sup-

plies; health and counseling

provides displaced persons with coun-

seling, welfare assistance, overseas 

telephone calls, internet access, and 

job searches.

community group homes ltd. community clinics and services; emer-

gency accommodation and supplies

provides emergency accommodation 

for men who have been deported but 

have nowhere to stay upon arrival in 

Jamaica.  Deported persons can stay 

for 30 days, with the possibility of an 

extension.

family Unification and resettlement 

initiative (fUri)

emergency accommodation and sup-

plies

aids in the reintegration of deported 

persons through referrals, counseling, 

reconnection with family, and help in 

obtaining identification documents.

female prisoners’ welfare project – 

hibiscus Jamaica ltd.

education and skills Training; health 

and counseling

Delivers reintegration, rehabilitation 

and resettlement services to deported 

women and their dependents, including 

counseling, referrals, and accommoda-

tions.

hearT Trust/nTa education and skills Training certifies qualifications in skills or trades 

obtained by deported persons in the 

United Kingdom.  also provides retrain-

ing.

national council on Drug abuse health and counseling administers drug prevention and treat-

ment programs.

national organisation for Deported 

migrants

advocacy a social entrepreneurial organization 

founded, staffed, and run by deported 

persons in the social, economic, legal 

and political interests of all Jamaicans 

involuntarily returned to their homeland.

open arms Drop-in centre emergency accommodation and sup-

plies

operates a day center for homeless 

adults (male and female) and a night 

shelter for men.

richmond fellowship Jamaica – resi-

dential Drug rehabilitation programme 

(patricia house)

health and counseling; emergency ac-

commodation and supplies

provides drug and alcohol rehabilitation 

programs.

The salvation army health and counseling provides food, rehabilitation, and ac-

cess to hostel accommodations.  offers 

a 26-week program for males with 

counseling and training services.
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appenDix c: ice enforcemenT sTanDarD perTaining  
To The escorTing of aliens
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